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Abstract

The ability of legged robots to mimic the natural way of animal locomotion

that does not rely on a continuous path of support makes them ideal can-

didates for performing complex tasks in a variety of different environments,

including natural, urban, or industrial settings. However, the legged machines

have to be able to safely interact with their surroundings and readily change

their behavior based on the assigned task and given circumstances, to fully

realize their potential.

This thesis addresses the development of locomotion skills for legged robots

utilizing only proprioceptive sensing in explicit handling of environment in-

teraction events. The dissertation contributes to the state of the art by

formulating a model-based leg-contact detection method for anyangle tactile

sensing for sensory-restricted robots utilizing the position feedback only and

a model-based external wrench estimation method for continuous estimation

of external wrench acting on the robot during the locomotion.

The contact detection approach utilizes a derived inverse dynamics model to

monitor the joint torques and measure the virtual elasticity in the robot’s

kinematically controlled joints. The deviation of the set joint configuration

and modeled joint configuration is used in detection of the leg contact events

and further utilized in the force threshold-based locomotion controller to

achieve locomotion in irregular terrains. Furthermore, we demonstrate that

the approach can be adjusted to monitor the collisions of a robotic manipu-

lator driven by stepper motors. The proposed model-based external wrench

estimation method utilizes the derived whole-body dynamic model and the

virtual work principle to allow continuous estimation of the ground reaction

forces together with the external wrench acting on the robot.

Both methods are studied within the developed decoupled and closed-form

locomotion controllers and thoroughly validated with five different multi-

legged walking robots.

Keywords: Multi-legged robots, locomotion control, environment interac-

tion, external wrench estimation
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Abstrakt

Využit́ı pohybových schopnost́ı kráčej́ıćıch robot̊u vyžaduje schopnost bezpeč-

ně interagovat s okoĺım a pohotově měnit chováńı v závislosti na zadaném

úkolu a daných okolnostech. Bezpečná fyzická interakce je základńım předpo-

kladem nasazeńı robot̊u v kolaborativńıch scénář́ıch a v pracovńım prostřed́ı

sd́ıleném s lidmi.

Tato disertačńı práce se zabývá zlepšeńım pohybových dovednost́ı kráčej́ıćıch

robot̊u a jejich schopnost́ı interagovat s prostřed́ım a to pouze na základě

zpracováńı dat z proprioceptivńıch senzor̊u. Práce přisṕıvá k dosavadńımu

stavu poznáńı ve dvou hlavńıch směrech. Prvńı směr formuluje metodu

detekce dotyku nohou robotu s terénem nebo překážkami pouze na základě

pozičńı zpětné vazby z aktuátor̊u robotu. Metoda využ́ıvá odvozený dynam-

ický model nohy robotu, který zachycuje i dynamiku použitých servomotor̊u

a jejich ńızkoúrovňového ř́ızeńı. Porovnáńım konfigurace nohy robotu ze

servomotor̊u s konfiguraćı predikovanou dynamickým modelem je detekován

okamžik kontaktu nohy s překážkou nebo terénem, a to v kterékoli fázi po-

hybu. Práce zároveň ukazuje, že metoda je dostatečně obecná na to, aby

fungovala i s robotickými manipulátory, což je demonstrováno nasazeńım na

malém robotickém ramenu poháněným krokovými motory.

Jakákoli interakce robotu s prostřed́ım vyvolává momenty a śıly p̊usob́ıćı na

kontrukci robotu v mı́stě interakce. Tyto śıly mohou být pro robot očekávané,

nebo neočekávané. Mezi očekávané śıly patř́ı např́ıklad reakčńı śıly p̊usob́ıćı

mezi podložkou a chodidly robotu, prostřednictv́ım kterých se robot pohy-

buje. Mezi neočekávané śıly patř́ı např́ıklad náraz robotu tělem do překážky.

Druhým hlavńım př́ıspěvkem této práce je formulace metody pro detekci a

odhadováńı kumulativńıho p̊usobeńı vněǰśıch moment̊u a sil p̊usob́ıćıch na

robot. Metoda využ́ıvá formulovaný dynamický model celého robotu a princip

virtuálńıch praćı pro odhadováńı vněǰśıch moment̊u a sil p̊usob́ıćıch na robot

společně s reakčńımi silami od podložky.

Obě metody jsou testovány v rámci dvou vyvinutých systémů pro ř́ızeńı ch̊uze

robotu a nasazeny na pěti r̊uzných kráčej́ıćıch robotech.

Keywords: Vı́cenohé kráčej́ıćı roboty, ř́ızeńı pohybu, interakce s prostřed́ım,

odhad vněǰśıch moment̊u a sil
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“... Although we take motivation from the need to travel on rough terrain,

the running experiments reported here have not yet ventured beyond our very flat

laboratory floor.”

– Marc Raibert, Legged Robots that Balance, 1986

Years of technological and theoretical advancements in the research on autonomous

walking machines have paved the path for the legged robots to venture out of

the laboratory environment to the outside world and into practical applications,

although still somewhat scarce in numbers. Motivated by the ability of the legged

systems to mimic the natural way of locomotion, it remains a challenge to realize the

potential and design and control the legged systems that can move autonomously

and safely through the environment with similar efficiency as humans or animals.

A key feature of the legged locomotion and also its main source of complexity

is its discrete nature. It allows adapting to terrain through deliberate stepping

supported by single contact points, enabling operation in highly unstructured

terrains. Furthermore, the legged systems do not require a continuous path of

support, unlike their wheeled or tracked counterparts. They can use isolated

footholds that are separated by terrain unusable to provide the robot support.

It does include avoiding hazardous, unstable, or collapsible terrains, gaps, and

ridges. Besides, the areas not supposed to be stepped on include plants, seedlings,

or saplings in the farmlands or technological infrastructure in the factories, like

cables or pipes, see Figure 1.1 for examples.

However, the legged robot interaction with the environment is not limited to the

footholds, although it is the fundamental one. Especially in cluttered environments

or confined spaces, the robot can interact with its environment through its whole

morphology regardless of whether it bumps into obstacles, pushes through the

vegetation, or squeezes through narrow passages. Further, legged robots can be

an excellent choice for performing tasks in areas specifically designed for legged

organisms – humans. Therefore they have to be able to safely handle the interaction

with humans as well. Failing to deal with these interactions may have potentially

fatal consequences. Not only it affects the robot stance and stability and may lead

to permanent damage to the robot, but the robot may damage the property, or its

actions may lead to injuries.

In this work, we are motivated by the need to handle the aforementioned complex

interactions, which is essential for the successful deployment of the legged robots

in real-world applications out of the robotic laboratories, zones of automated

1



1. Introduction

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Examples of environment interactions. (a) Visibly different impact of

traversing sloped muddy terrain by legged robot and tracked robot. The robots are

of similar weight and traversed the muddy slope side by side once in the direction

straight towards the camera. (b) Robot locomotion at automated car assembly line.

The environment features number of both traversable and untraversable obstacles.

industrial plants, or closed perimeters with well-controlled operation conditions.

While there is a vast diversity in source, magnitude, and effect of these interactions,

they all manifest as an external wrench acting on the robot. The expected reaction

of the robot also differs depending on the task at hand, ranging from dodging or

avoiding obstacles, or reacting to the movement of the object during collaborative

manipulation or manual guidance. While it is a common practice with multi-legged

robots to incorporate the interaction handling as an implicit integral part of their

control architecture, we believe that the explicit handling of these events is of

particular value in environment perception and building spatial awareness of the

robot surroundings and its own state. Therefore, we focus on the explicit handling

of these events, which is in line with the well-established pipeline for collision

detection and resolution studied within the collaborative manipulators [32].

We approach the explicit interaction handling by formulation of a model-based

leg-contact detection method for anyangle tactile sensing and model-based external

wrench estimation method for estimating the external forces and torques acting on

the robot during the locomotion at any point of its morphology. Both of these

methods are studied within the developed position-based decoupled and closed-

form locomotion controllers, that utilize proprioceptive measurements from the

robot joints only. It makes the methods suitable for the deployment even with less

capable affordable robotic platforms using only limited sensing. In particular, we

study the models and methods with six-legged crawling machines. The presented

methods have been field-deployed and tested on five different multi-legged robotic

2



Figure 1.2: Multi-legged platforms used to verify the approaches presented in this

work. From left to right, top to bottom: SCARAB I, SCARAB II, HAntR, HEBI

Daisy, and HEBI Lily.

platforms, shown in Figure 1.2, from which three of them have been developed

during the years of working on the topic. Although the platforms are not the main

focus of the thesis, the presented results would not have been possible without

this concurrent development. Besides, we further show that the developed model-

based collision detection method is applicable to robotic manipulators as it shares

common characteristics with the legs of legged systems.

The main goal of our work is to improve the locomotion capabilities of the multi-

legged robots and allow them more complicated environment interactions by incor-

porating proprioceptive sensory feedback in their environment perception.

1.1 Approach, Contributions, and Thesis Organi-

zation

During the Ph.D. studies the author has authored and co-authored 30 publications,

which are referenced throughout the text with suffix c and a marking core publi-

cations and other author’s publications, respectively. Our work includes a number

of contributions to the field of autonomous legged robot locomotion control and

environment perception, including hardware-accelerated exteroceptive perception,

localization and mapping, precise motion planning, and prospective research on

bio-inspired neural-based locomotion control and sensing, all summarized in the

author’s peer-reviewed publications. These contributions are briefly mentioned

in the thesis. The core of the thesis summarizes our research and development

3



1. Introduction

of locomotion control and proprioceptive environment perception for multi-legged

robots with the following key contributions considered.

Decoupled and closed-form locomotion controllers

We propose two kinetostatics-based approaches for blind locomotion con-

trol based on repetitive gait pattern generation to satisfy the desired input

twist command. The first approach is a decoupled locomotion controller

approach [1c] that utilizes projection of the leg footholds followed by the

iterative body pose calculation and joint angle calculation for each leg using

the inverse kinematics.

The second approach is a closed-form locomotion controller, which presents

a method for the motion generation and motion control by formalizing the

relationship between the leg motion and body motion into a single equation.

Both of the controllers allow for seamless integration of the environmental

feedback through foot-contact and external wrench sensing to support loco-

motion over irregular terrain and active environment interactions.

Model-based leg-contact detection

We contribute a novel model-based contact detection approach based on

monitoring of virtual elasticity in joints using position feedback only. The

proposed method relies on the derived leg dynamics model, including the

actuator and controller model, to estimate the leg motion, which is compared

with the actual configuration of the leg to detect the contact events. The

method allows for the detection of tactile events anywhere along the leg

morphology while it utilizes position feedback only, and thus represents a

minimalistic approach to the problem applicable to a wide range of robotic

platforms. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on two different

multi-legged platforms and also on a small robotic manipulator equipped with

stepper motors.

Model-based external wrench estimation

We contribute a model-based approach for continuous explicit estimation of

cumulative external wrench acting on the robot. We derive a whole-body

dynamic model of the robot using the Euler-Lagrange method and by using

the virtual work principle we formulate the analytical equations for estimation

of Ground Reaction Force (GRF) and external wrench. As a simplification,

the whole approach assumes non-sliding foot-tips and negligible centripetal

and Coriolis terms of the legs dynamic model formulation due to their low

velocities. A thorough experimental evaluation, including the deployment on

two different multi-legged platforms, supports the feasibility of the proposed

approach.

The structure of the thesis follows the individual outlined contributions, that are

supported by the author’s publications, but provides additional details and results,

and unifies the used mathematical notation.
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1.1Approach, Contributions, and Thesis Organization

First, a review of the existing multi-legged robotic platforms, their environment

sensing, locomotion control approaches, and approaches to the environment inter-

action handling is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 details the forward kinematic

model, inverse kinematic model, and velocity kinematics of the robot, followed

by the formulation of the developed high-fidelity dynamic model of the robot leg

and the whole-body dynamic model. The proposed locomotion control approaches

are described in Chapter 4, with the proposed decoupled locomotion controller

described in Section 4.1 and the closed-form locomotion controller described in

Section 4.2, followed by the experimental evaluation of both the controllers in

Section 4.3. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present the proposed model-based contact

detection method and the model-based external wrench estimation method to-

gether with the results of their deployment on the different multi-legged platforms,

respectively. The concluding remarks and the description of possible future work

directions are dedicated to Chapter 7.

5
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Chapter 2

Multi-legged Robotic Systems

Research in the domain of autonomous walking machines is a rapidly evolving field

with the objective of developing intelligent and autonomous systems deployable in

increasingly complex scenarios and environments. A key feature of legged robots

is their ability to locomote over complex terrain. It is based on decoupling the

body from environment by the legs, as the motion of the robot’s body can be made

largely independent of the roughness of the terrain within the kinematic limits of

the articulated legs. Thus, walking systems combine complex hardware designs

supported by appropriate locomotion control. This chapter gives an overview

of the relevant research on multi-legged robot design, locomotion control, and

environment interaction handling. First, an overview of existing multi-legged robot

platforms in terms of their mechanical design is given in Section 2.1, followed by

a brief description of our own developed multi-legged platforms in Section 2.2.

Section 2.3 describes different approaches to locomotion control. Approaches to

environment interaction handling of multi-legged platforms are described in Sec-

tion 2.4.

2.1 Overview of Multi-legged Robots

In the following summary of the literature review, we do not aim to provide an

exhaustive survey but rather introduce the reader to the basic characteristics,

properties, and performance indicators of multi-legged robots together with the

selected distinguished platforms. We outline the mechanical design factors and

discuss their influence on the expected and achievable locomotion performance.

Multi-legged robots are often designed according to natural archetypes [33] and

are characterized by the high number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF). The key

characteristics of the multi-legged robots include the number of legs, the DoF per

leg, the leg morphology, and the platform actuation principle [33], [34].

Regarding the number of legs, the current research focuses mainly on two-, four-,

and six-legged robots [34] with the main difference being the required locomotion

control approach to maintain the platform stability. For the legged robots, stat-

ically stable locomotion requires that the projected Center of Mass (CoM) lies

within the support polygon. The support polygon is a horizontal region given as

the vertical projection of the convex hull of the contact points in the direction

of the gravitational acceleration vector g as visualized in Figure 2.1. When the

precondition for static stability is met, and the joints suddenly freeze, the robot

7



2. Multi-legged Robotic Systems

CoM

•

g

(a)

CoM

•

g

(b)

Figure 2.1: Visualization of the contact polygon (blue) and support polygon (gray)

and the projection of the robot CoM (red) in the direction of the gravitational

acceleration vector g for (a) the four-legged robot with single leg raised and (b)

two legs raised. Note that for the example (b) the support polygon collapses to a

single line.

remains statically stable. Conversely, dynamic stability requires maintaining the

robot balance continuously.

Bipedal locomotion requires continuous dynamic balancing to maintain the stability

of the platform. For the four-legged platforms, it depends on the number of

simultaneously raised legs given by the locomotion pattern used, as shown in

Figure 2.1. Six legs is the minimum number of legs for two-phase statically stable

locomotion.

The number of DoF used per leg mainly influences the kinematic capabilities, the

overall maneuverability of the robot [35], [36] and its ability to negotiate steep

slopes [1c], [37]. Although high terrain mobility can be achieved even with a single

DoF per leg, as demonstrated by the RHex family of robots [38], [39], the robot

cannot rely on precise locomotion control as it cannot negotiate individual footsteps

or optimize its posture. Three controllable DoF represent a good trade-off between

the leg maneuverability and the overall complexity and cost of the platform. The

existing platforms with three DoF per leg include four-legged research platforms

Cheetah 3 [40], Spot [41], ANYmal [42], HyQ [43], and Magneto [44], as well as

six-legged platforms Ambler [45], SCARAB robots [3a], [4a], Messor II [46], DLR-

Crawler [47], Corin [48], Alpha [49], MORF [50], Snake Monster [51], or Lily and

Daisy [52].

The platforms with three DoF per leg are only able to control the position and

not the orientation of the feet, while the four-legged Pleurobot[53], or the six-

8



2.1Overview of Multi-legged Robots

legged disaster response robot LAURON V [37], extraterrestrial Crater Explorer

(CREX) [54], Crabot [55], or HAntR [1c] use four controllable DoF in leg design to

increase their kinematic capabilities and terrain maneuverability. Finally, examples

of the most complex multi-legged robots include Weaver [36] and Mantis [56] with

five controllable DoF per leg and NASA ATHLETE [57] with seven DoF per leg.

The legged robots rely on friction between the feet and the ground to propel the

robot. With a lower number of DoF, only the position of the feet is controllable

and not its orientation, which is determined by the mutual position of the feet

and the body. Therefore, there is an inherent twisting motion of the feet during

the body motion that changes the location of the exact ground contact point,

negatively influences the friction at the foothold, and thus its overall stability and

reliability [58]. Pointy foot-tips or additional passive ankle joints [44], [59], [60]

are used in the design of the multi-legged robots to reduce the uncertainty in the

position of the actual ground contact point and to provide passive adaptation to

terrain irregularities. Pointy foot-tips, further reduce the base of support, and

thus the robot can generate and experience only GRF and not moments through

the feet. Furthermore, several platforms use an additional controllable DoF in the

body of the robot [53], [54], [56] or an actuated tail [61] to further increase the

maneuverability of the robot.

In terms of leg morphology, we distinguish the bio-inspired legs, which can be fur-

ther subdivided to mammalian and reptilian/arachnoid legs, and non-zoomorphic

legs that include under-actuated, telescopic, or parallel-mechanism legs [33]. The

mammalian legs are characterized by their position below the body (as with Chee-

tah 3 [40], ANYmal [42], Spot [41], or HyQReal [43] robots), which reduces the

joint torques required for maintaining erected posture of the robot, and thus the

power consumption of the robot. Conversely, they provide less support to the body

due to the narrow posture and higher placed CoM. The reptilian (Pleurobot [62])

and arachnoid (as with SCARAB robots [3a], [4a], HAntR [1c], Magneto [44],

Lauron V [37], or Mantis [56]) morphologies are characterized by a wide pos-

ture ensuring platform stability at the cost of higher joint torques and greater

leg momentum, which can negatively affect the motion of the robot due to the

coupling between the legs and the body of the robot. The non-zoomorphic legs

utilize morphologies that do not occur naturally, including under-actuated legs

with continuously revolving joints (as with the RHex family of robots [38], [39],

[63]), legs with prismatic joints (as with Ambler [45], or Octopus [64]), or parallel-

mechanism legs (as with Minitaur [65]). Examples of different leg morphologies are

shown schematically in Figure 2.2.

Further, the shape of the robot and the orientation of the legs with respect to

(w.r.t.) the body affect the directional performance of the legged robot locomo-

tion [66] and stability margins, and characterize its maximum walking speed by

limiting the leg reach [67], [68]. Legs distributed axi-symmetrically around the

body with a hexagonal or circular shape, such as HAntR [1c], LEMUR [69], and

Crabot [55] robots, support the mass distribution better than side-symmetrical

9
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DoF1
DoF2

DoF3

(a) 3-DoF Mammalian

DoF1

DoF2

DoF3

(b) 3-DoF Reptilian

DoF1
DoF2

DoF3

(c) 3-DoF Prismatic

DoF1

DoF2
DoF3

(d) 3-DoF Parallel

Figure 2.2: Examples of different leg morphologies with three DoF per leg.

robots of a rectangular shape [40], [45], [70]. However, the rectangular-shaped

robots can exhibit relatively fast forward locomotion at the cost of reduced lateral

turning flexibility [66]. Therefore, specific energy-efficient locomotion is investi-

gated not only for walking [71], [72] but also for turning motion [73].

Existing research and commercially available walking robots range from miniature,

cockroach-like robots with piezo actuators [74] up to heavy-duty robots [75], includ-

ing large marine platforms for underwater inspection [76]. Hence, there is a wide

variability in the used actuation principles [77], [78]. The main characteristics

of actuators for legged robots are energy efficiency, output stiffness, and shock

tolerance [77]. The main actuation principles can be categorized into six groups.

Namely, large reduction gearbox, direct and quasi-direct drive, series elastic, linear,

pneumatic, and hydraulic actuators.

The Large Reduction Gearbox (LRG) actuators with reduction ratios above 1:100

provide high torque and high output stiffness with low power requirements at the

10



2.1Overview of Multi-legged Robots

cost of slower motion. On the other hand, the high output stiffness caused by high

friction in the gearbox and high difference between the output inertia and reflected

inertia makes the actuator prone to impact damage. The high reflected inertia also

causes low control bandwidth as it negatively influences the torque estimates from

servomotor current, and thus the ability to control output torque [77].

Direct Drive (DD) actuators and Quasi-Direct Drive (QDD) actuators are tolerant

to mechanical impacts, as the motor shaft is connected to the joint either directly

or through a single-stage low-ratio gearbox. They feature high torque density,

and the output torque is equivalent to the regulation of the motor current [77],

which makes it straightforward to control [79]. However, direct and quasi-direct

drive actuators are power inefficient, require high currents [65], and have inaccurate

position tracking [80].

Series Elastic Actuation (SEA) [81] adds series elasticity, such as spring, to LRG

actuators. By measuring the deflection of the elastic element SEA turns torque

control into position control. The elastic element can protect the gearbox from

shock damage and it supports storing energy and increasing peak power while

the spring and servo motor are working in the same direction. SEA represents a

force-controllable actuator with low impedance and low friction, that can achieve

high-quality force control [81]. The drawback of SEA is low bandwidth due to the

LRG part of the actuator. Further, it needs continuous assessment of the non-linear

mechanical properties of the elastic element, which are affected by many factors

such as wear, current temperature, or humidity.

Pneumatically and hydraulically actuated multi-legged platforms are mechanically

complex. Both require a pressure source, that can be realized by a battery powered

compressor unit [77]. Pneumatic actuation is studied in context of soft robots [82].

Hydraulic actuators provide high power density and high-level force controllability

when using high-frequency servo valves with precise pressure sensors. On the other

hand, the main drawbacks of hydraulic actuation are the design complexity, ex-

cessive weight, increased service requirements, and virtually infinite stiffness which

generates high impact loads. It is also energetically highly inefficient. Examples

of hydraulically actuated legged platforms are the four-legged HyQReal [43] and

BigDog [83] platforms, or Atlas [84] bipedal platform.

With the large variance in multi-legged robots construction and actuation, it is

desirable to allow for comparison of their performance. Unfortunately, the perfor-

mance indicators and characteristics are generally not standardized [85] as each

platform is designed with different use case in mind; however, the commonly used

properties are the locomotion speed, Cost of Transport (CoT) metric [86], and the

Force to Body Weight ratio (FtBW) introduced by [40].

From a mechanical point of view, the locomotion speed of legged robots is mainly

influenced by the maximum leg reach and the speed at which the leg can move

between two footholds. The maximum leg reach is given by the leg working

envelope where it does not experience self-collisions [67], which depends on the
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2. Multi-legged Robotic Systems

leg morphology and body shape. The leg transfer speed is influenced by the

used actuators and the leg inertia given by the robot design. The leg inertia

can be reduced by moving the heavy actuators closer to the robot CoM and

utilizing coaxial motor design [40], pantograph legs [65], chain drive [41], or offset

linear actuators [87] to actuate distant joints [77]. It reduces the impact energy

loss on touchdown, but increases the complexity of the mechanical design, its

manufacturing cost, and introduces possible points of failure [60], [65]. Elastic

elements decouple actuators and joints, and thus make the system inherently robust

to landing collisions, allow passive adaptation, and provide temporary energy

storage [42], [77].

The CoT metric [86] is closely related to the locomotion speed and it is defined as

the ratio between the electric input and mechanical output power of the system as

CoT =
P

mg s
, (2.1)

where P is the mean electrical power consumption, m is the mass of the robot,

s is the mean speed of the robot, and g = ∥g∥ = 9.81m s−2 is the gravitational

constant. Note that the metric is a measure of the locomotion efficiency in a

particular terrain, and therefore, it benchmarks both the platform together with the

locomotion control approach in use. Therefore, multiple values of CoT depending

on the terrain and employed locomotion controller can be reported [85].

The FtBW [40] is a performance indicator for highly dynamic motions. It is given

as

FtBW =
max(Fz)

Nlmg
(2.2)

where max(Fz) is the maximum vertical force the robot can exert and Nl is the

number of legs. It evaluates the ability of the robot to carry heavy weights or

perform highly dynamic maneuvers.

Based on the review of the existing multi-legged platforms, we have selected notable

and distinctive designs and robots in the similar weight and size category as our

developed robots, collected their main characteristics, and listed them in Table 2.1

ordered by the number of controllable DoF of the platform and robot mass. The

table also lists the actuation principle of the robot and its operating characteristics

(if known). Namely the energy density calculated from the robot mass and battery

capacity, the reported operating time, and the maximum locomotion speed of the

platform. Figure 2.3 complements Table 2.1 and showcases selected distinctive

robot designs for reference. Notable observations follow.

Among the four-legged robots, the dominant leg morphology is mammalian, and

the main research focus is on fast and highly dynamic locomotion control [77],

[78] supported by fast actuation and lightweight leg design. The six-legged robots

typically use reptilian/arachnoid leg morphology to benefit from stable posture, and

the main research focus is on deployment in rough terrains [88]. They are also slower

than similarly sized four-legged platforms. Six-legged robots are also designed
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2.1Overview of Multi-legged Robots

with the increased number of DoF to support both rough terrain locomotion and

manipulation tasks, where the static stability and locomotion of the robot remains

supported by four legs, while two legs/arms are used for manipulation tasks [37],

[56].

Table 2.1 shows that achieving high energy density together with high locomotion

speed and long operating time is a daunting task. In this sense, the RHex family

of robots [38], [63] offers the best performance; however, they feature only a single

DoF per leg, which limits their deployment in rough terrains with sparse footholds.

The effects of mechanical design on robot performance can be directly compared for

SCARAB II [4a] and MORF [50], and Crabot [55] and HAntR [1c] robots, which

are pairs of platforms with similar size, actuators, and energy density. While

SCARAB II and MORF are both designed with packed morphology, the elongated

design of MORF’s body allows for faster locomotion compared to SCARAB II.

HAntR’s packed design, with actuators concentrated towards the body, significantly

improves the robot performance and operating time compared to Crabot, which

has a wider default posture.

Despite its low energy density, Daisy [52] is capable of locomotion for over an hour.

It is due to the additional springs at hip joints, which reduce the joint torques, and

thus the energy consumption of the robot.

Finally, the ATHLETE [57] platform has actuated wheels instead of feet, that

overcome the trade-off between mobility and efficiency, since the addition of wheels

to the robot’s legs allows moving both efficiently on flat terrains and agilely on

difficult terrains. It marks a direction in legged-wheeled robot design [89].
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2. Multi-legged Robotic Systems

(a) Minitaur [65] (b) Cheetah 3 [40] (c) ANYmal C [91]

(d) HyQ Real [43] (e) Magneto [44] (f) Pleurobot [53]

(g) X-RHex [39] (h) Ambler [45] (i) Octopus [64]

(j) MAX [87] (k) Lauron V [37] (l) Weaver [36]

(m) CREX [54] (n) Mantis [56] (o) ATHLETE [57]

Figure 2.3: Showcase of multi-legged robotic platforms.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4: Deployments of SCARAB I robot. (a) and (b) DARPA Subterranean

Challenge – Urban Circuit, Satsop, Elma, USA. (c) Bull rock cave, Czechia.

2.2 Developed Multi-legged Robots

During the work on the thesis, we have progressively developed three six-legged

walking platforms over the past four years, namely, SCARAB I [3a], HAntR [1c],

and SCARAB II [4a]. The platforms are briefly introduced in the following para-

graphs.

The SCARAB I robot is a small six-legged walking robot with a mass of 2.6 kg and

three joints per leg actuated by Dynamixel AX12-A servomotors with 4ms control

loop [5a] and position feedback only. Its design is based on the commercially

available Trossen Robotics PhantomX AX robot. It has the same body dimen-

sions, but we have modified the morphology of its legs to reduce the mass, and

thus the joint torques, by 3D printing entire structure and moving the actuators

closer to the robot body. We also equipped the robot with a Nvidia Tegra TX2

onboard computer to enable a fully autonomous exploration mission [10a] and

we successfully deploy our exteroceptive sensor rig [92] consisting of the Intel

RealSense T265 tracking camera and the Intel RealSense D435 depth camera.

The robot participated in the scored runs of the DARPA Subterranean Challenge

Urban Circuit (see Figure 2.4) where one unit was used as a remotely operated

communication retransmission node connected by cable to the operator’s base

station, and another unit was deployed in fully autonomous exploration mode.

However, with its maximum locomotion speed of 0.1m s−1 using the adaptive

locomotion control approach [2c] it was deployed as the last system and only

explored areas in the immediate vicinity of the entry gate.

HAntR represents an evolution in the robot design, surpassing its predecessor

and the concurrent six-legged platforms of similar size in both endurance and

locomotion capabilities [1c]. Its packed design (shown in Figure 2.5), with the

actuators placed as close as possible to the CoM of the robot, allows locomoting for
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5: Deployments of HAntR robot. (a) Slope adaptation testing on inclined

surface. (b) Endurance testing with additional payload. (c) Bull rock cave, Czechia

deployment.

over an hour with a payload of 85% of its own mass at a maximum crawling speed of

0.16m s−1 over the irregular terrains using the developed locomotion controller [1c].

Additionally, its leg design features four DoF, that gives the robot enhanced motion

capabilities to traverse rough terrain and negotiate steep slopes up to 31◦. The

robot is only 0.3 kg heavier than the SCARAB I, because it is fully 3D printed with

lightweight carbon-fiber leg tibia links, despite having six additional servomotors

of the same type and a battery with about 50% larger capacity.

Finally, SCARAB II is the further evolution of our robot design that combines the

lessons learned from construction of the HAntR robot with new capabilities enabled

by more advanced actuators. It is a small, highly integrated, feature-rich six-

legged walking robot with three joints per leg actuated by the Dynamixel XM430-

W350 servomotors with instantaneous position, velocity, current, and estimated

load feedback provided with the 4ms control loop. The robot weighs 4.7 kg and

is approximately 0.25m long, 0.4m wide, and 0.25m height when standing in the

default posture. Its monocoque chassis is completely 3D printed, and is equipped

with a full featured on-board computer Intel NUC 10i7FNK with 64GB of RAM

and our exteroceptive sensor rig. Its 115.4Wh battery provides power for more

than one hour of autonomous operation.

The developed multi-legged robots are used for verification and benchmarking of

the locomotion control and environment interaction approaches proposed in this

thesis. Hence, their main characteristics, kinematic, and dynamic parameters are

collected in Appendix A for reference.
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2.3 Multi-legged Robots Locomotion Control

The complex morphology of multi-legged robots needs to be supported by appro-

priate locomotion control to take advantage of their kinematic capabilities. In this

section we outline the main principles and review existing approaches to locomotion

control of legged robots.

Legged robots belong to the class of floating-base systems that are not rigidly

attached to their environment and for which the body cannot be directly actuated.

Therefore, legged robots are underactuated with the total DoF always higher than

the number of controllable DoF. The desired body motion is generated by the

reaction forces with the environment under the following constraints, which makes

the legged locomotion a challenging problem [93].

• Reaction forces are generated only at the contact points and nowhere else.

• For locomotion without slipping, the locations of the contact points are

immovable.

• Changing the contact point and thus repositioning the generated force re-

quires swinging the leg to the new foothold whilst it does not significantly

contribute to moving the body.

• Physically, only unilateral pushing forces can be generated, not pulling forces,

making some body accelerations physically impossible.

• Tangential forces that move the body forward must not overcome the static

friction and remain within the friction cone, otherwise, slippage occurs.

Thus, the locomotion of the robot is achieved by the interaction of the robot with

its environment through the discrete contact points mentioned above. In legged

locomotion, the feet are considered to be known contact points of GRF application

at footholds.

The main goal of the locomotion control is to provide such control outputs to

the actuated joints of the robot that drive the robot into the desired state. The

discrete nature of the legged locomotion requires each leg alternate between the

support phase, when it actively supports the mass of the robot, and the swing

phase, when it is reaching a new foothold enabling another support phase. In the

support phase, the legs are coupled to one another through the robot body and also

through the ground forming a closed kinematic chain. During the swing phase, legs

are connected to one another only through the body forming an open kinematic

chain. Forces and moments transmit through these kinematic chains between the

body and legs; hence, dynamic coupling exists [70].

The motion gait prescribes the order in which the swing and support phases

alternate for individual legs. Hence, all the legs must work in coordination to
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simultaneously achieve the desired behavior. With multi-legged robots, we dis-

tinguish periodic and aperiodic motion gaits [70]. Periodic gaits alternate the leg

phases periodically. They are biologically-inspired [94], [95] and include amble,

walk, gallop, or trot for the four-legged platforms and pentapod, ripple, or tripod

for the six-legged platforms to name a few. These gaits are most suitable for flat

and irregular terrains where local optimization of footholds is sufficient to overcome

the obstacles.

Periodic motion gaits are characterized by the duty factor β, which is the ratio of

the support phase duration Tsupport and the whole gait cycle duration including

both the swing phase and the support phase T = Tswing + Tsupport given as

β =
Tsupport
T

. (2.3)

Gaits with β ≥ 0.5 are referred to as walking gaits, whereas gaits with β < 0.5

inherently incorporate a fly phase when no leg is touching the ground, and therefore

they are referred to as running gaits.

In contrast, sparsity of suitable footholds in rough terrain necessitate their careful

selection and planning. Here, it is the terrain that dictates the motion of the system.

A gait-free locomotion does not rely on a prescribed order of leg swings; hence, the

swinging legs are selected aperiodically according to the motion plan [57], [96], [97]

or reactively based on kinematic margin [98].

Further, static gaits are characterized to be stable at any point of time and hence

preferred when it comes to slow walking or challenging terrain. Also, from the

theory of momentum conservation, for the robot just to maintain its body height,

the total vertical impulse Fz from legs over the whole gait cycle must support the

weight of the robot as ∫ T

0

Fz dt = mgT. (2.4)

From Equation (2.4) it can be found that the GRF increase with the decrease

of the duty factor. Hence, a faster locomotion requires stronger actuation and

implies increased impact forces that necessitate a high mechanical shock tolerance.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the concept of the legged-locomotion control.

There are three principal layers to control a multi-legged robot: (i) motion gen-

eration, (ii) motion control, and (iii) actuator control [99], which represent a

hierarchical abstraction of locomotion control. Motion generation generates the

overall behavior of the system, including gait generation, foothold selection, or

whole-body motion planning. Motion control translates the desired behavior into

high-level actuator commands such as joint position or torque, by motion tracking

of the generated commands and possibly implement reactive behaviors. Finally,

actuator control regulates each joint independently, which is strongly coupled with

the actuator type and robot mechatronic design. The layers can also be seen as

a separation of the high-level perception and motion algorithms from low-level

control and communication with different requirements on the control rate. An
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New foothold

Goal pose
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•
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of multi-legged robot locomotion control concept. The

support legs forming the support polygon hold the weight of the robot body and

propel the robot through the action of GRF, while the swinging legs are moving to

new footholds. The goal pose prescribes the desired position and orientation w.r.t.

the inertial frame.

overview of the components of the multi-layered locomotion control architecture

for electrically actuated multi-legged robots is shown schematically in Figure 2.7.

Motion control strategies [101] include force control [42], [58], impedance con-

trol [67], or position control [1c], [2c], but it is also possible to combine different

control strategies for different locomotion phases. For example in [79], the authors

use impedance control for leg swing phase and force control for stance. The force

control methods control the contact forces directly; however, force control behaves

poorly when the robot legs are not in contact with the ground, as it can lead to

rapid movements followed by large impact forces at foot-strike. Impedance control

methods [102] control the ratio of the force output to motion input, allowing the

robot to behave like mechanical impedance with virtual damping and stiffness

of the system. However, both these methods require either a force sensor at each

joint or a predictable relationship between the contact forces and joint torques [77],

[102]. These conditions can be met relatively easily by robots with DD or QDD

actuators [79]. High forces can be applied by position control methods, as they try

to reach the commanded position at all costs [77]. Such excessive forces negatively

affect the robot posture and consequently increase load and wear on the joint

actuators, which can lead to permanent robot damage.

An open-loop motion control is sufficient for locomotion on flat surfaces and for

robots with low output stiffness and high shock tolerance [38]. However, on

irregular and rough terrains, finer closed-loop motion control with interaction han-

dling including foot-contact resolution relying on proprioception is of the utmost
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the multi-layer locomotion control architecture for

electrically actuated multi-legged robots, with an outline of the three control

layers. The main building blocks are accompanied by examples of related processes,

methods, output variables, and typical required control rate; however, note that

the particular locomotion control approach does not have to implement all of the

building blocks listed, or might combine multiple building blocks together. Inspired

by [100].

importance. For position control approaches, the explicit detection and handling

of foot-contact events is required to safely negotiate individual steps. On the other

hand, with force and impedance control methods, the reaction to foot contact is

implicit as the foot-contact occurs emergently as a result of the control process.

Explicit estimation of the leg-state, to determine whether the leg is supporting the

body or not, is beneficial for methods to synchronize the gait phases between

the legs [40], [58], [103]. Furthermore, explicit leg contact detection improves

the accuracy of the legged odometry [104]–[106] and it is used to synchronize

oscillations in bio-inspired controllers based on neural oscillators [107]–[109], or

to trigger reflexive behaviors [109]–[111].

Various methods of explicit foot-contact detection and leg-state estimation have

been presented in the literature, using different sensory modalities. One straight-
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forward approach is to sense the foot contact at the leg foot-tips, which can be

implemented using microswitches [46], [112], [113], pressure sensors [114], or ground

contact optical force sensors [115]. Another method is to estimate or measure GRF.

It can be accomplished by measuring joint torques at each joint directly [116],

[117], estimate them using a linear model of the servomotor’s current [36], [67], or

by utilizing strain-gauges [118], force-sensitive resistors [119], [120], or dedicated

force-torque sensors [121], [122] mounted at the leg foot-tips. Besides, an additional

compliant actuator can be added to individual legs to measure the GRF in the

kinematic chain [123], [124]. An even more minimalistic setup can be based on the

position feedback from the servomotors used for the locomotion that has been first

presented in [125] and further extended in [2c]. Last but not least, in our work [6a],

we have successfully utilized inertial data from leg-mounted accelerometers for foot-

contact detection using a learned detector.

As can be seen, various methods can be utilized on top of the motion control to

help negotiate individual footsteps by either implicitly or explicitly handling the

interactions between the terrain and robot feet. However, purely blind locomotion

control methods are missing look-ahead feature, which is enabled by the extero-

ceptive sensing. Exteroceptive sensing allows building a robot-centric local map of

the environment [126] using stereo vision [127], RGB-D [7a], [128], or LiDAR [129],

and plan the robot motion for an extended horizon as a part of motion generation.

As the direct whole-body motion planning for legged robots is computationally

demanding [130] due to the total number of DoF and huge set of possible foothold

locations, the existing planning approaches introduce simplifications to the motion

planning. The approaches differ in whether they consider body motion before

footfalls [7a], [131]–[133], or footfalls before the body motion [57].

The body motion before footfalls methods plan the trajectory through the map

as a sequence of robot body poses and subsequently plan the leg motions. Their

drawback becomes apparent when two neighboring body poses cannot be connected

with the leg planner. However, the method is suitable for navigating confined

spaces [133]. Planning footfalls before body motion utilizes the reversed approach

where first the foot placements are planned and then a body trajectory is synthe-

sized that follows those footfalls. The method is suitable for terrains with a lack

of suitable footholds [93]. Motion can also be planned using predefined motion

primitives for different terrains, such as for advanced motions like wall walking or

chimney climbing [48].

The three layers of motion generation, motion control, and actuator control form

a hierarchical perspective of the locomotion control. However, they can be ad-

dressed together in particular locomotion control approaches. There are three main

directions described in the literature [88], [134] for combined motion generation

and motion control. Namely bio-inspired control, engineering-based control, and

machine learning-based control. Main principles observed within the individual

directions are described in the following paragraphs. For more exhaustive review,

we kindly forward the reader to recent surveys [34], [77], [88], [134].
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Bio-inspired control relies on the Central Pattern Generator (CPG) artificial neu-

ral networks [62], [134]. In biological systems, CPGs are special neural circuits

responsible for breathing, walking, and other repetitive processes in animals and

insects [135], [136]. There are many different more or less biologically accurate

implementations of CPGs [62], [134]; however, the main property of CPGs related

to the locomotion control is stable CPG rhythm and its synchronization to external

perturbations. Its dynamics can be described as a system containing a limit-cycle

attractor, which, in turn, improves the overall robustness of the system to distur-

bances. It allows to smooth transition between different locomotion gaits [137] by

changing the model parameters, such as the neural network weights. In locomotion

control, a single [11a] or multiple coupled [107], [138] CPGs can be used to generate

synchronized rhythmic outputs that are fed to the joints either through shaping

neural networks or models [138], [12a], [8a] or by following the joint trajectory

precomputed using Inverse Kinematics Task (IKT) [137], [11a].

Interlimb and intralimb synchronization denote synchronization between motion

of individual legs and leg joints respectively. Together with reflexive behaviors,

they are achieved by mutual inhibition and excitation of the individual CPG, that

comply to behavioral rules observed in insects [139] or animals [53]. Figure 2.8

shows an example of the locomotion control architecture [12a] of a six-legged

walking robot with six coupled CPGs together with an example of oscillator outputs

with transition effect from steady-state to stable oscillations. It also show a

transition between different locomotion gaits and corresponding leg trajectory,

which stride length is influenced by the parameterisation of the output-shaping

neural network.

However, with CPGs it is particularly hard to find a proper parameterisation of

the network as the non-linear dynamic systems can adapt many behaviors from

being static to being chaotic or divergent [134]. The parameters can be either

hand-tuned [137], [141], learned in simulation [49] or from existing walking pattern

using back-propagation [8a], or adapted using artificial hormone mechanism in a

real-world lifelong continuous adaptation [142].

The engineering-based control relies on using an analytical model of the robot to

achieve interlimb and intralimb coordination. We can distinguish kinetostatics-

based control and dynamics-based control [77], [88]. Kinetostatics-based control

is suitable for static gaits to control the projection of the CoM w.r.t. the support

polygon [77]. A straightforward approach utilizing position-based motion control

is to generate desired foot-tip trajectories in the body reference frame, use the

IKT to translate the trajectory into the robot joint angles, and execute them in an

open-loop fashion. However, such a method is only suitable for locomotion on flat

terrain.

Considering the body motion together with the CoM projection, the static stability

criteria states that the vertical projection of the CoM shall remain in the support

polygon. The Zero Moment Point (ZMP) approach [143] is an extension of the

static CoM stability criteria for dynamic locomotion. The ZMP takes into account
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Figure 2.8: Example of bio-inspired locomotion control [12a]. (a) Schema of the

CPG network with output shaping neural networks parameterised by the steering

input vleft, vright. (b) Schema of a single CPG unit (Matsuoka’s oscillator [140]).

(c) Plot of CPG oscillations for a tripod gait and transition to amble gait with three

legs and two legs swinging simultaneously, respectively. (d) Leg foot-tip trajectory

plotted in the robot body reference frame for different vleft parameters.

the robot inertia, and represents a point on the ground where the resultant net

moment of the inertial and gravity forces has no component along the horizontal

axes [143]. When the ZMP is located within the support polygon, the legged

robot is dynamically stable. Stable locomotion using the ZMP criterion has been

shown for slow crawling six-legged robot [72] and it can be used for bipedal loco-

motion [144]. However, it is not suitable for running gaits as there is no obvious

polygon for the ZMP calculation [77].

The motion of the body and the legs can be concurrent or nonconcurrent. With

the nonconcurrent locomotion control, the leg motion phase, when the legs are

swinging into new footholds and body is stationary, is followed by the body motion

phase, in which the body moves to a new pose. It is advantageous in terms of

stability [44], [2c], [103] as the robot can move its body between two stances with

the maximum support provided by all its legs.
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On the other hand, the drawback of the method is the need to accelerate and

decelerate the robot body with each transition between stances, which is energy

inefficient and increases robot joints wear. The concurrent locomotion control

controls the body motion and leg motion simultaneously.

The dynamics-based control approaches are based on the modeling and analy-

sis of the deviation of motion caused by the environment interaction forces and

torques applied on the robot. Dynamics-based control methods include [77] the

Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model [145], Virtual Model Control

(VMC) [132], [146], [147], Model Predictive Control (MPC) [40], [148], and Whole-

Body Control (WBC) [149]. The methods are detailed in the following paragraphs.

SLIP represents a simplistic representation of the robot by a point mass atop a

spring [145]. In the model, the body tracks a ballistic trajectory and the spring

is assumed to be compressed during the support phase of the gait cycle and to be

stretched during the swing phase, releasing the stored energy. The main objective

is to maximize the energy efficiency of the robot. However, the SLIP model does

not take into account the complex dynamics of real legged robots.

The VMC is suitable for torque controlled robots [146]. It represents the dynamics

and kinematics of the robot using a virtual model comprising of simple virtual com-

ponents of mass, spring, and dampers between the CoM and contact points. Virtual

forces and moments are calculated to produce the desired acceleration of the CoM,

and transformed to the feedforward torques for the joint actuation [132]. Multiple

virtual models can be combined to achieve line walking and balancing [147] with

low-dimensional virtual model to generate balancing actions, and CoM controller

to drive the robot along the desired path.

The MPC is an optimization approach based on forward dynamic model of the

robot to predict its future motion and generates control signals to minimize a

given cost-function over a fixed time horizon. Conventionally, the MPC minimizes

the tracking error between the desired and actual motion [40], [148], [150]. The

control strategy assumes exact dynamic model, ideal force-tracking actuators, and

no external disturbances. While those are rather strong assumptions, the repeated

optimization provides a feedback mechanism that can correct for modeling errors

provided that the control loop can be executed at a sufficiently high rate [150],

which is usually between 15Hz to 30Hz for highly dynamic legged robots [40], [150].

Also, the computational complexity allows for time horizon of a few hundreds of

milliseconds only.

The WBC is a control framework that is accounting for the dynamics and kinemat-

ics of the entire robot, including all its bodies, joints, and actuators. It is based

on the idea of controlling the entire robot as a single entity using inverse dynamics

model of the whole robot [149], [151]. However, solving the optimization problem

of inverse dynamics calculation in real-time is computationally challenging.

Engineering-based approaches to the multi-legged locomotion control perform well

on structured grounds, but their real-world corner cases include whole-body inter-
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action with the environment, slip detection and fall recovery, walking on collapsible

or moving terrain, gait adaptation to specific terrain, or response to robot damage

or morphology changes, which often require a specific control response [100].

An alternative way to creating heuristics and dedicated controllers to each of

edge cases is to generate robot gaits and entrain system responses using machine

learning [152]. High-fidelity computer simulations support learning locomotion

policies [100], [153]; however, they require to deal with the reality gap due to

different factors such as unaccounted dynamics, incorrect model parameters, and

numerical instability of the simulations [153], [154]. On the other hand, simulations

provide a safe sandbox for learning different behaviors without the risk of damag-

ing the physical platform. Besides, it can take advantage of available privileged

information that is not available to the real robot, such as the binary contact-

states [155], or contact-states, GRF, and friction coefficients in a reinforcement

learning-based control policy [152].

Besides, data-driven methods learn the controller behavior from real-world experi-

mental deployments, such as learning the actuator model [152], black-box forward

dynamics model of the robot leg [3a], or distinguishing foot-contact events detection

from the inertial data [6a].

In this thesis, we present two kinetostatics-based locomotion control approaches

for position-controlled multi-legged walking robots. The first approach [1c] follows

the three layer architecture. It is based on projection of the desired leg footholds

followed by the iterative body pose calculation and joint angle calculation for each

leg using the IKT with position of the CoM projection taken into account to cope

with locomotion in steep inclines. The second approach presents a method for the

motion generation and motion control by formalizing the relationship between the

leg motion and body motion into a single equation. Both of the controllers allow

for seamless integration of the environmental feedback through foot-contact and

external wrench sensing to support locomotion over irregular terrain and active

environment interactions.
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2.4 Environment Interaction Approaches

Any interaction of the legged robot with the environment induces forces and torques

on the robot construction. Their contributions can be modeled using the Rigid

Body Dynamics (RBD) model under the assumption that the mechanical bodies

do not deform when forces are applied. The whole-body dynamics of the floating-

base platform with total Nj controllable DoF can be expressed as [156]

M

[
q̈b
q̈j

]
+

[
ηb

ηj

]
=

[
0

τj

]
+

NC∑
i=1

[
JT
b,i

JT
j,i

] [
fi

ni

]
, (2.5)

where qb = [rb,x, rb,y, rb,z,Φx,Φy,Φz]
T is the robot position and orientation in the

global reference frame, qj ∈ RNj is the vector of the generalized joint coordinates,

M ∈ R(Nj+6)×(Nj+6) is the system inertia matrix, ηb ∈ R6 and ηj ∈ RNj are the

joined Coriolis, centripetal, and gravity effects of the body and joints, respectively.

τj ∈ RNj is the vector of generalized joint forces, Jb,i ∈ R6×6 and Jj,i ∈ R6×Nj

are the contact Jacobian w.r.t. the body and joints, respectively, and fi ∈ R3 and

ni ∈ R3 represent the individual forces and torques acting on the i-th contact

point. NC represents the number of all contact points.

The interactions are either deliberate, with known location of the interaction, or

unintentional. Hence, the total number of contact points NC can be further divided

into the known contact points NC,k and unknown contact points NC,u, such that

NC = NC,k + NC,u. Thus, we can model the cumulative contribution of external

forces and torques on the dynamics of the robot as an additional term in the robot

dynamic model [144] by rewriting Equation (2.5) to

M

[
q̈b
q̈j

]
+

[
ηb

ηj

]
=

[
0

τj

]
+

NC,k∑
i=1

[
JT
b,i

JT
j,i

] [
fi

ni

]
+

[
τe,b
τe,j

]
, (2.6)

with separated contributions of forces and torques at known contact points and

generalized external forces τe,b ∈ R6 and τe,j ∈ RNj acting on the body and joints,

respectively, for which it applies

[
τe,b
τe,j

]
=

NC∑
i=NC,k+1

[
JT
b,i

JT
j,i

] [
fi

ni

]
. (2.7)

Equation (2.6) shows that, in the absence of additional information about the

unknown acting forces and torques, only their cumulative effect, the external

wrench, can be observed. It also shows that each interaction affects the robot

acceleration and all the joint torques along the kinematic chain between its point

of contact and the ground directly [157] and the whole robot morphology indirectly

via the dynamic coupling. The locomotion controller is supposed to handle these

interactions and drive the robot accordingly.
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Handling of known and anticipated interactions by robot feet is overviewed in

Section 2.3. There are two key interaction handling concepts: implicit and explicit.

Both of these concepts are applicable in reaction to non-feet interactions as well.

In dynamically controlled multi-legged robots, the explicit estimation of the exter-

nal wrench is a challenging problem because the GRF is the controlled variable.

Although the instantaneous external wrench, together with the sensory and ac-

tuator noise, can be estimated through the disturbance observer [158], [159], or

momentum observer [160], it is immediately compensated by the controller [43],

[160]. Therefore, it is inseparable from the GRF, and the reaction to the contact

event is an implicit part of the dynamic control strategy [161]. Under such a control

strategy, the robot actively resists changes in its posture regardless of its cause.

The explicit external wrench estimation has been introduced in the context of

collaborative manipulators [32] to maintain collision detection and human-robot

interaction with safe reaction [162]. The generalized momentum introduced for

robotic manipulators [163] can be utilized for contact force and torque estima-

tion [164] using only proprioceptive sensing [165] in real-time [166]. For the floating-

base systems, external wrench estimation has been shown for aerial vehicles [167]

with follow-up works on aerial manipulation [168] and interaction resolution [169].

However, the floating-base dynamics of legged robots have strong coupling effects

between the swing legs and the body, making the external wrench estimation a

challenging problem [70].

External wrench plays an important role in stability control and realizing multi-

contact scenarios. Notably, the authors of the survey [144] report on the re-

searchers’ shift towards external wrench modeling, specifically during the DARPA

Robotics Challenge. The existing methods rely on direct sensing of the GRF and

torques using dedicated force/torque sensors in robot ankles [170] or force sensing

resistors [171] embedded in the robot feet to simplify the estimation of the external

wrench. Alternatively, a simplified whole-body dynamics model is used to estimate

the centroidal dynamics and, subsequently, the external wrench [172].

In our approach, we derive the whole-body dynamic model of the robot described

in the following chapter. Next, we derive an analytical formula to allow continuous

GRF and external wrench estimation using the virtual work principle. The external

wrench estimation together with the deployment results on two different robotic

platforms is detailed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3

Multi-legged Robot Modeling

This chapter provides the theoretical background for modeling the kinematics and

dynamics of a floating-base rigid multibody system of a walking robot. The forward

and inverse kinematic models, together with the velocity kinematics used in the

proposed locomotion controllers and dynamic model establishment are described

in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 covers our approach to modeling the dynamics. Two

dynamic models derived using the Euler-Lagrange formulation are presented. One

model for the robot leg with three DoF that takes into account the dynamics

of the utilized electric actuators and their internal controller. The second is the

whole-body model of the robot. The former model is utilized in the model-based

leg collision detection approach, while the latter is utilized in the external wrench

estimation approach described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.

We consider rigid body kinematics and dynamics of a six-legged walking robot with

three DoF per leg and arachnoid leg morphology, which fits our main experimental

platforms – SCARAB and HEBI robots. The main used symbols and mathematical

notation are listed in Chapter Notation and Symbols. The naming convention for

leg members follows the biological nomenclature of anthropod legs. The individual

leg members named along the kinematic chain from body to foot-tip are coxa,

femur, and tibia, as it is shown in Figure 3.1.

We use the concept of generalized coordinates to represent the motion of floating-

base system. System kinematics and dynamics are described as a function of the

Nq-dimensional vector of generalized coordinates

q =

[
qb
qj

]
, (3.1)

where qb ∈ RNb is the body pose vector given as qb = [rTb , Φ
T ]T with position

rb ∈ R3 and orientation Φ ∈ R3 represented using Tait-Bryan angle representation

w.r.t. the world inertial frame {A}, and qj ∈ RNj represents vector of joint angles

qj = [qT
1 , q

T
2 , · · · , qT

6 ]
T (3.2)

= [θ1,c, θ1,f, θ1,t, θ2,c, θ2,f, θ2,t, · · · , θ6,c, θ6,f, θ6,t]T , (3.3)

where ql ∈ R3 is the vector of the l-th leg individual joint angles θl,i ∈ R, for leg

l ∈ {1, · · · , 6} and leg member i ∈ {c, f, t}. Further, Nq = Nb + Nj with Nb = 6.

For the considered walking platforms with six legs and three actuated DoF per leg

Nj = 18. Figure 3.2 shows a multi-legged robot schematic with the used coordinate

frames, parameters and vectors utilized for the kinematic and dynamic modeling.
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling
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Figure 3.1: The schema of the multi-legged robot leg. From body to foot-tip the

individual leg members are coxa, femur, and tibia.

3.1 Kinematic Model

In the kinetostatic locomotion control of position-controlled multi-legged robots,

repetitive trajectories for individual legs describe the desired positions of the legs’

foot-tips that achieve the desired motion of the robot. The desired trajectories has

to be translated to the joint angles, which is approached using the IKT. Besides,

Forward Kinematics Task (FKT) is needed in the body motion generation to adjust

the robot posture. Therefore, both the FKT and IKT are the needed prelimi-

naries. Furthermore, velocity kinematics that relates the joint angular velocities

with foot-tip velocities are required for the closed-form model-based controller and

establishing of the whole-body dynamic model of the robot. Note that the presented

description includes material from publications [2c], [5a], and [31a].

3.1.1 Forward Kinematics

Five Cartesian coordinate systems cover the path from the world coordinate frame

{A} to the l-th leg foot-tip {El} with three of them relative to the leg as it is

depicted in Figure 3.1. Let Arl be the foot-tip position of the l-th leg in the

inertial coordinate frame and Elrl be the foot-tip position in the foot-tip coordinate

system. Then, the mapping between the inertial coordinate frame and the foot-tip
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Figure 3.2: The schema of the multi-legged robot with the leg parame-

ters and important vectors utilized for the locomotion controller formulation

and dynamic model construction. The individual used coordinate frames

{A}, {B}, {Bl}, {Cl}, {Fl}, {Tl}, {El}, are the world inertial coordinate frame,

body-attached coordinate frame, and the l-th leg base, coxa, femur, tibia, and

endpoint coordinate frames, respectively.

coordinate frame is given by the kinematic chain

[
Arl
1

]
= ATB

BTBl

BlTCl

ClTFl

FlTTl

TlTEl

[
Elrl
1

]
, (3.4)

where XTY is a general SE(3) transformation matrix from coordinate frame {X}
to coordinate frame {Y } that can be represented as

XTY =

[
XRY

XtY
0 1

]
, (3.5)

where XRY ∈ R3×3 and XtY ∈ R3 are the rotation matrix and translation

vector that maps coordinate frame {X} to the coordinate frame {Y }. While the

first two transformation matrices represent a general transformation according to

Equation (3.5), conveniently, each transformation matrix between two adjacent leg
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

coordinate systems can be expressed in the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention:

XTY =


cosψl,i − sinψl,i cosαl,i sinψl,i sinαl,i al,i cosψl,i

sinψl,i cosψl,i cosαl,i − cosψl,i sinαl,i al,i sinψl,i

0 sinαl,i cosαl,i dl,i
0 0 0 1

 , (3.6)

ψl,i = θl,i + θoffl,i ,

where the link length al,i, link twist αl,i, joint distance dl,i, joint angle θl,i, and

joint angle offset θoffl,i are the DH parameters of the individual l-th leg members

i ∈ {c, f, t}. Notice that the transformation BTBl
between the robot body frame

{B} and the l-th leg mount frame {Bl} is fixed, given the mechanical construction

of the robot. Therefore, it is convenient to represent the BTBl
transformation using

x and y offsets pl,x, pl,y, of the Bl joint and orientation βl of the Bl coordinate frame

w.r.t. the B coordinate frame such that

BTBl
=


cosβl − sinβl 0 pl,x
sinβl cosβl 0 pl,y
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 . (3.7)

The particular values of the DH parameters and the leg mount frame transforma-

tions for our experimental platforms are listed in Appendix A.

3.1.2 Velocity Kinematics

The formulation of the twist of the feet and body given set of joint angles and joint

angular velocities can be derived from forward kinematics expressed as

Arl(t) = f(qb(t), ql(t)). (3.8)

Further, we know that f(qb(t), ql(t)) can be established from the kinematic loop

between the legs and the body (according to Figure 3.2) as

f(qb(t), ql(t)) =
Arb(t) +

Abl(t) +
Acl(t) +

Afl(t) +
Atl(t). (3.9)

The time derivative of Equation (3.8) at the time t can be written using the chain

rule [101] as

ṙl =
∂f(qb, ql)

∂qb

dqb(t)

dt
+
∂f(qb, ql)

∂ql

dql(t)

dt

= Jbq̇b + Jlq̇l, (3.10)

where Jb ∈ R3×6 is the body Jacobian and Jl ∈ R3×3 is the leg Jacobian.
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3.1.3 Inverse Kinematics

The body Jacobian Jb can be writen as

Jb =
[
−BRA

BRA

(
Abl +

All
)×]

, (3.11)

where x× is the skew-symmetric matrix representation of the cross-product of the

vector x.

The leg Jacobian Jl can be writen as

Jl =
∂ll
∂ql

=
[
ARCl

[0, 0, 1]T ARFl
[1, 0, 0]T ARTl

[1, 0, 0]T
]
. (3.12)

3.1.3 Inverse Kinematics

The inverse kinematics task for the leg with only three DoF has a straightforward

analytical solution. Given the l-th leg foot-tip coordinates Arl in the inertial

frame and knowing the robot pose Aqb in the inertial frame, we can calculate

the joint angles ql = [θl,c, θl,f, θl,t]
T as follows. First, we use the kinematic loop

closures (shown in Figure 3.2) to calculate the vector All = [All,x,
All,y,

All,z]
T ,

which captures the mutual position of the foot-tip frame {E} and the leg mount

frame {Bl} in the inertial frame {A} as
Arb + Abl +

Acl +
Afl +

Atl − Arl = 0, (3.13)

All − Acl − Afl − Atl = 0. (3.14)

Next, we can obtain the coxa joint angle as

θl,c = arctan

(
All,x
All,y

)
. (3.15)

The vector All expressed relatively to the femur coordinate frame {F} yields

F ll =

[√
All,x + All,y − al,c,All,z, 0

]T
. (3.16)

The respective femur θl,f and tibia θl,t joint angles are then given according to the

cosine law and the angle above the horizon as one of the two possible solutions

θl,f = arccos

(
a2l,f − a2l,t +

∥∥F ll∥∥2
2al,f ∥F ll∥

)
− arctan

(
F ll,y
F ll,x

)
− θOff

l,f , (3.17)

θl,t = π − arccos

(
a2l,f + a2l,t −

∥∥F ll∥∥2
2al,f al,t

)
− θOff

l,t , (3.18)

where ∥x∥ represents the Euclidean norm of the vector x. The singular points of

the IKT lie on the vertical line corresponding to the coxa joint axis. The particular

implementation of the IKT has to take it into account.
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

3.2 Dynamic Model

The dynamic equations explicitly describe the relationship between the motions

and forces and torques that causes them. Various dynamic models are used to

model the dynamics of multi-legged systems [70]. However, models are mere

approximations of the actual physics and vary by how many assumptions they

require. For example Rigid Body Dynamics (RBD) models assume that the bodies

do not deform when forces are applied. Single RBD models that approximate the

whole robot dynamics by only a single body additionally assume constant whole-

body inertia and negligible momentum produced by the joint velocities.

We present a separate dynamic model of the leg and the whole-body dynamic model

of the robot. Both models are derived using Euler-Lagrange formulation [101], [173]

under the RBD assumption of non-deforming bodies. In addition, the leg model

assumes a fixed leg base. The assumption simplifies the model and allows us to focus

on the modeling of the centripetal and Coriolis effects acting on the leg in motion,

as well as on the precise model of the joint actuator together with its control policy,

which has a major impact on the fidelity of the model. The assumption is valid for

the originally used controller with the decoupled body motion and leg motion [2c]

in which the leg swing was performed only after the body motion was completed.

However, it is also valid for the herein proposed controllers as both are designed to

provide smooth motion of constant velocity, which minimizes the dynamic effects

of the body on the legs. The whole-body dynamic model takes into account the

coupling between the body and the legs, but assumes negligible centripetal and

Coriolis effects on the robot legs due to their relatively low velocities as the inertial

and gravity effects are more significant for construction of the used robots with

more than half of their weight concentrated in the legs.

The dynamic model is presented as follows. Section 3.2.1 describes the leg model

followed by the actuator model detailed in Section 3.2.2. Section 3.2.3 describes

the whole-body dynamic model of the robot. Validity of the made assumptions has

been investigated as a part of the evaluation reported in Chapter 6.

3.2.1 Leg Dynamic Model

The leg dynamic model is derived according to the schema depicted in Figure 3.1

using Euler-Lagrange method under the fixed base and non-deforming bodies as-

sumptions. The presented model follows on paper [2c], where the leg dynamic

model for leg with only two DoF is presented, and extends it to incorporate

additional DoF.
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3.2 Leg Dynamic Model

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the l-th leg are given [101], [173] as

Ll = Kl − Pl, (3.19)

τl =
d

dt

(
∂Ll

∂q̇l

)
− ∂Ll

∂ql
, (3.20)

where Kl and Pl are the kinetic and potential energy of the system, respectively.

ql is a vector of the l-th leg generalized coordinates and τl is the vector of the

generalized joint forces. In our case, the generalized coordinates correspond to the

joint angles ql = [θl,c, θl,f, θl,t]
T and generalized joint forces correspond to the joint

torques.

The total kinetic energy Kl of the l-th leg can be expressed as a sum of kinetic

energies of individual leg members as

Kl =
1

2
Ẋ T

l,cMl,cẊ l,c +
1

2
Ẋ T

l,fMl,fẊ l,f +
1

2
Ẋ T

l,tMl,tẊ l,t, (3.21)

where Ẋ l,i ∈ R6 is the twist vector of the CoM of the l-th leg’s i-th member. It

can be expressed using the body twist q̇b and joint angle rates q̇l as

Ẋ l,i = Jb,l,i q̇b + Jj,l,i q̇l, (3.22)

where Jb,l,i ∈ R6×6 and Jj,l,i ∈ R6×3 are Jacobian matrices that maps the body

twist and the joint angle rates to the individual leg members, respectively. Further,

Ml,i ∈ R6×6 is the symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix of the leg member

given as

Ml,i =

[
ml,iI3×3 03×3

03×3
AIl,i

]
, (3.23)

where I3×3 and 03×3 are the identity matrix and zero matrix, respectively. ml,i is

the mass of l-th leg’s i-th member and AIl,i is its inertia matrix expressed in the

inertial reference frame. The frame can be conveniently expressed in the member’s

own reference frame {X}, X ∈ {Cl,Fl,Tl} via a similarity transformation

AIl,i =
ARX

XIl,i
ART

X , (3.24)

where ARX is the rotation matrix from the inertial frame {A} to the member

coordinate frame {X}. The particular inertia matrices XIl,i can be obtained from

the 3D model of the leg members assuming the uniform material density of the

parts. In our model-based contact detection approach we use the approximation

of the leg members by a rigid rod rotating about the respective axis given by the
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

leg yaw-pitch-pitch morphology

ClIl,c =

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1/3ml,c a
2
l,c

 , (3.25)

FlIl,f =

0 0 0

0 1/3ml,f a
2
l,f 0

0 0 1/3ml,f a
2
l,f

 , (3.26)

TlIl,t =

0 0 0

0 1/3ml,t a
2
l,t 0

0 0 1/3ml,t a
2
l,t

 , (3.27)

where ml,i and al,i are the mass and length of the l-th leg’s i-th member, respec-

tively.

By substituting Ẋ l,i from Equation (3.22) into Equation (3.21), we can get the

explicit formulation for the leg kinetic energy w.r.t. the body twist and joint angle

rates

Kl =
1

2
q̇T
b Mb,l q̇b +

1

2
q̇T
l Mj,l q̇l + q̇T

b Mb,j,l q̇l, (3.28)

where the inertia matrices Mb,l ∈ R6×6, Mj,l ∈ R3×3, and Mb,j,l ∈ R6×3 are

Mb,l =
∑

i∈{c,f,t}

JT
b,l,i Ml,i Jb,l,i, (3.29)

Mj,l =
∑

i∈{c,f,t}

JT
j,l,i Ml,i Jj,l,i, (3.30)

Mb,j,l =
∑

i∈{c,f,t}

JT
b,l,i Ml,i Jj,l,i. (3.31)

The fixed base assumption qb = q̇b = 0 reduces Equation (3.28) to

Kl =
1

2
q̇T
l Mj,l q̇l, (3.32)

with the individual terms Mi,j of the inertia matrix Mj,l being

M1,1 = Ic,3,3 + If,3,3 + It,3,3 +ml,ca
2
l,c +ml,f (al,c + al,f cos(θl,f))

2
+

ml,t (al,c + al,t cos (θl,f + θl,t) + al,f cos (θl,f))
2
, (3.33)

M2,2 = If,2,2 + It,2,2 +ml,fa
2
l,f +ml,t

(
a2l,f + 2al,fal,t cos (θl,t) + a2l,t

)
+

(If,1,1 − If,2,2 + It,1,1 − If,2,2) sin (θl,c)2 , (3.34)

M2,3 = It,2,2 + It,1,1 sin (θl,c)
2 − It,2,2 sin (θl,c)2 +ml,t

(
a2l,t + al,f cos (θl,t)

)
,

(3.35)

M3,3 = It,2,2 +ml,ta
2
l,t + (It,1,1 − It,2,2) sin (θl,c)2 , (3.36)

M1,2 =M2,1 =M1,3 =M3,1 = 0, (3.37)
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3.2 Leg Dynamic Model

where Ii,j,k corresponds to the element at the position (j, k) of the respective inertia

matrix Il,i of the l-th leg’s i-th member.

The potential energy of the l-th leg can be computed assuming the mass ml,i of

each leg member is concentrated at its center of mass

Pl = −
∑

i∈{c,f,t}

gTrc,l,i ml,i, (3.38)

where g is the gravitational acceleration vector w.r.t. the inertial frame, and rc,l,i
is the position vector of the l-th leg’s i-th member CoM w.r.t. the same coordinate

frame as it is shown in Figure 3.1

Substituting for Kl and Pl into Equation (3.19), we obtain the Lagrangian that we

further substitute into Equation (3.20). Thus we obtain the motion equation

τl = Mj,l q̈l + q̇T
l Cj,l q̇l +Gl, (3.39)

where Cj,l ∈ R3×3×3 is the matrix of joint Coriolis and centripetal terms, and the

product of the quadratic term q̇T
l Cj,l q̇l should be interpreted [101] as

q̇T
l Cj,l q̇l =


q̇T
l Cj,l,c q̇l

q̇T
l Cj,l,f q̇l

q̇T
l Cj,l,t q̇l

 , (3.40)

with the individual (j, k) elements ci,j,k of the i-th matrixCj,l,i being the Christoffel

Symbols of the first kind

ci,j,k =
1

2

(
∂Dij

∂θk
+
∂Dik

∂θj
− ∂Djk

∂θi

)
. (3.41)

The individual elements of Cj,l,i matrices are

Cj,l,c =

 0 −c1 −c2
−c1 c3 c4
−c2 c4 c4

 , (3.42)

Cj,l,f =

 c1 −c3 −c4
−c3 0 −c5
−c4 −c5 −c5

 , (3.43)

Cj,l,t =

 c1 −c4 −c4
−c4 c5 0

−c4 0 0

 , (3.44)
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

where

c1 = ml,t (al,t sin (θl,f + θl,t) + al,f sin (θl,f)) (al,c + al,t cos (θl,f + θl,t) +

al, f cos (θl,f)) +ml,f al,f sin (θl,f) (al,c + al,f cos (θl,f)) , (3.45)

c2 = ml,t al,t sin (θl,f + θl,t) (al,c + al,t cos (θl,f + θl,t) + al,f cos (θl,f)) , (3.46)

c3 = (If,2,2 − If,1,1 − It,1,1 + It,2,2) cos (θl,c) sin (θl,c) , (3.47)

c4 = (It,2,2 − It,1,1) cos (θl,c) sin (θl,c) , (3.48)

c5 = ml,t al,f al,t sin (θl,t) . (3.49)

Finally, the gravity term Gl can be expressed as

Gl =
∂Pl

∂ql
= g

 0

ml,t (ac,l,t cos (θl,f + θl,t) + ac,l,f cos (θl,f)) + ac,l,fml,f cos (θl,f)

ac,l,tml,t cos (θl,f + θl,t)


(3.50)

where g = 9.81m s−2 is the gravitational acceleration constant and aci is the

distance between the joint and the CoM of the corresponding link.

3.2.2 Actuator Dynamic Model

The dynamical model formalized in Equation (3.39) considers only the dynamics

of an interconnected chain of the ideal rigid bodies. However, there are other

influencing physical forces such as the joint friction, deformation of bearings and

gears, deflection of the links under load, vibrations. The actuator model is required

to complete the dynamic model of the leg to be usable in the developed model-based

leg contact detection approach. The full model of the leg dynamics together with

the model of the actuators with their controller allow to determine the expected

joint angles of the joint actuators influenced by the leg dynamics.

Our developed robotic platforms use actuators with an armature-controlled DC

motors composed of the motor and a gearbox. A single actuator dynamics can be

expressed based on [174] as

IMθ̈M +BMθ̇M + FM + Γτ = KMuM, (3.51)

where τ is the actuator torque and θM is the rotor angle before gear reduction,

which is coupled through the gearbox to the joint angle θ as

ΓθM = θ. (3.52)

IM is the rotor inertia, BM is the rotor damping, FM is a sum of static, dynamic,

and viscous friction that depends on the current rotor speed, Γ is the gearbox ratio,

KM is the back electromotive force, and uM is the motor voltage. The appropriate

value of the parameters IM, BM, FM,Γ, andKM have to be experimentally identified
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3.2Actuator Dynamic Model

using the real servomotor or the values specified in the manufacturer data sheet

can be utilized. The particular values of the parameters for our utilized actuators

are listed in Appendix A.

A standard model with three components is considered to estimate the friction

torque FM. Namely the Coulomb friction τfc, viscous friction τfv, and static friction

τfs with the particular terms expressed as

τfc = τc sgn(θ̇M), (3.53)

τfv = BM θ̇M, (3.54)

τfs =


τe,

τfsmax sgn(τe),

0,

if θ̇M = θ̈M = 0,

if θ̇M = 0, θ̈M ̸= 0,

otherwise,

(3.55)

where τc and τe are the coefficients of Coulomb and static friction, respectively.

τfsmax is the maximal static friction, which represents the maximum value of the

friction before the motor starts to move. Note that the viscous friction τfv is already

considered as a term in Equation (3.51); hence, we can express the cumulative

friction as

FM = τfc + τfs. (3.56)

The P-type position controller of the actuator influences the voltage uM such that

uM = kPerr, (3.57)

where kP is the controller gain, and err is the difference between the current desired

joint angle θM,des and current joint angle θM,real, which is internally updated in the

actuator with 1 kHz frequency1. In high-fidelity modeling and simulation of the

actuator, it is also necessary to take into account the discretization of the joint

angle given by the used joint encoder with nenc bits resolution, possible hard and

soft joint angle limits, and the speed and latency of the communication channel

between the actuator and controller.

The vectorized form of Equation (3.51) for the whole l-th leg can be written as

IM,lθ̈M,l +BM,lθ̇M,l + FM,l + Γlτl = KM,luM,l, (3.58)

where IM,l,BM,l,FM,l,KM,l ∈ R3×3 are the symmetric diagonal matrices with the

diagonal entries being the respective coefficients of the i-th joint actuator.

We eliminate θM by substituting for θM from Equation (3.52) to Equation (3.51).

Further, by substituting for τl from Equation (3.39), we can obtain the desired

complete leg dynamics in terms of joint variables

(IM,l + Γ2
lMl)q̈l + (BM,l + Γ2

lCl)q̇l + ΓlFM,l + Γ2
lGl = ΓlKM,luM,l. (3.59)

1Both Dynamixel and HEBI actuators of our experimental platforms have internal control loop
of 1 kHz that is used as a base time step for the leg motion simulation.
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

By an appropriate redefinition of symbols, we can further obtain the complete

dynamic model in the traditional form

M ′
l q̈l +C ′

l q̇l + F ′
l +G′

l = K ′
luM,l. (3.60)

The particular values of the actuator model parameters are listed in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Whole-Body Dynamic Model

The whole-body dynamic model is derived according to the schema depicted in

Figure 3.2 using Euler-Lagrange method under the RBD rigid body assumption

with the simplification of neglecting centripetal and Coriolis effects of the legs’

dynamics due to their relatively low velocity. The dynamic model is formulated

for a walking robot with three degrees of freedom per leg and it is described in

generalized coordinates. Further, we approach the formulation of the whole-body

dynamic model of the robot by deriving the kinetic and potential energies for the

legs and body. Then by combining them into a single model allows us to formulate

the analytical expression of the GRF and external wrench estimation.

The kinetic and potential energy of the leg is given by Equation (3.28) and Equa-

tion (3.38). Having the l-th leg kinetic energy Kl, we can determine the terms of

the robot dynamic model using the derivations assuming negligible centripetal and

Coriolis terms of the leg dynamics as

d

dt

(
∂

∂q̇b
Kl

)
− ∂

∂qb
Kl ≃Mb,l q̈b +Mb,j,l q̈l, (3.61)

d

dt

(
∂

∂q̇l
Kl

)
− ∂

∂ql
Kl ≃MT

b,j,l q̈b +Mj,l q̈l. (3.62)

By differentiating the potential energy given by Equation (3.38), we can find the

gravity terms of the robot dynamic equation

∂Pl

∂ql
= −

(
ml,cJ

T
r,l,c +ml,fJ

T
r,l,f +ml,tJ

T
r,l,t

)
g = −MG,j,lg, (3.63)

∂Pl

∂qb
= −

(
ml,cJ

T
b,l,c +ml,fJ

T
b,l,f +ml,tJ

T
b,l,t

)
g = −MG,b,lg, (3.64)

where Jb,l,i denotes the linear part of the Jacobian matrix of the l-th leg’s i-th

member’s CoM.

The next step is to derive the kinetic energy Kb of the moving platform. Since the

moving platform is a single rigid body, its kinetic energy can be expressed as

Kb =
1

2
q̇T
b Mb q̇b, (3.65)
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3.2Whole-Body Dynamic Model

where Mb ∈ R6×6 is the body inertial matrix given as

Mb =

[
mbI3×3 03×3

03×3
AIb

]
, (3.66)

with mb being the moving platform mass and AIb is the inertia matrix of the robot

base relative to the inertial frame. It can be conveniently represented w.r.t. the

body reference frame {B} using
AIb = ARB

BIb
ART

B , (3.67)

where ARB is the rotation matrix from the world coordinate frame {A} to the

body coordinate frame {B}.

We can then derive the body related dynamic model terms by differentiating the

kinetic energy of the moving platform given by Equation (3.65)

d

dt

(
∂

∂q̇b
Kb

)
− ∂

∂qb
Kb = Mb q̈b +Cb q̇b, (3.68)

where

Cb =

[
03×3 03×3

03×3 ω×
b

AIb

]
(3.69)

and ω×
b = [Φ̇x, Φ̇y, Φ̇z]

× is the skew-symmetric representation of the body angular

velocity.

The potential energy Pb of the robot body can be expressed as

Pb = −mb g
T rb, (3.70)

where rb is the position vector of the body CoM w.r.t. the inertial frame as shown

in Figure 3.2. The differentiation of Equation (3.70) gives the gravity term of the

body dynamics
∂Pb

∂qb
= Gb =

[
−mb g

03×1

]
. (3.71)

Next, we can derive the generalized force by calculating the virtual work done by

the joint torques τl of each l-th leg, and all the external forces fi and torques ni

acting atNC different contact points of the robot construction using the d’Alembert

principle

δW =

6∑
l=1

τT
l δql −

NC∑
i=1

[
fi

ni

]T
δ

[
ai

φi

]
, (3.72)

where δai is the infinitesimal displacement of the point of application of the acting

force fi and δφi is the infinitesimal rotation of the rigid body caused by the acting

toque ni. The total number of contact points NC can be divided into the known
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3. Multi-legged Robot Modeling

contact pointsNC,k and unknown contact pointsNC,u, such thatNC = NC,k+NC,u.

Hence, we can expand Equation (3.72) as

δW =

6∑
l=1

τT
l δql −

NC,k∑
i=1

[
fi

ni

]T
δ

[
ai

φi

]
+

NC∑
i=NC,k+1

[
fi

ni

]T
δ

[
ai

φi

]
. (3.73)

With multi-legged robots, the feet are considered the known contact points of

acting GRF fGRF,l. Furthermore, with our experimental platforms, we consider

only the GRF and omit the torques because the robot cannot exert ground moments

through the pointy foot-tips. Without additional information about the unknown

acting forces and torques, we can observe only their cumulative effect as an external

wrench τe,b ∈ R6 acting on the robot body. Hence, we simplify Equation (3.73) as

δW =

6∑
l=1

τT
l δql −

6∑
l=1

(
fT
GRF,l δ rl

)
+ τT

e,b δ qb, (3.74)

where rl is the position vector of the l-th leg foot-tip as it is shown in Figure 3.2.

The vector can be expressed using the generalized coordinates as

δrl = −ARB
BRBl

Jb δqb + ARB
BRBl

Jl δql. (3.75)

By substituting for rl in Equation (3.74), we can obtain the generalized inertia

forces Qb and Ql w.r.t. the body qb and leg joint ql generalized coordinates as

Equations (3.77) and (3.78), respectively.

δW = Qbδqb +

6∑
l=1

Qlδql, (3.76)

Qb = −τe,b +

6∑
l=1

(
JT
b

BiRB
BRAfGRF,l

)
, (3.77)

Ql = τl − JT
l

BiRB
BRAfGRF,l. (3.78)

By adding the dynamic terms of the legs and body derived earlier, we can formulate

the whole dynamics of the robot into two separate differential Equations (3.79)

and (3.80).

MT
b,j,lq̈b +Mj,lq̈l +MG,j,lg = τl − JT

l
BiRB

BRAfGRF,l, (3.79)(
Mb +

6∑
l=1

Mb,l

)
q̈b +

6∑
l=1

Mb,j,l q̈l +

6∑
l=1

MG,b,lg +Cb q̇b +Gb

= −τe,b +

6∑
l=1

JT
b

BiRB
BRAfGRF,l. (3.80)
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3.2Whole-Body Dynamic Model

By rewriting Equation (3.79), we can extract the equation for the l-th leg GRF

fGRF,l at the foot-tip as

fGRF,l =
ARB

BRBi
J−T
l

(
τl −MT

b,j,lq̈b −Mj,lq̈l −MG,j,lg
)
. (3.81)

Considering these relations, we can derive the whole-body dynamic model of the

robot according to the form presented in Equation (2.6) as

M

[
q̈b
q̈j

]
+

[
ηb

ηj

]
=

[
06×1

τj

]
+

6∑
l=1

[
JT
b,l

JT
j,l

] [
fGRF,l

03×1

]
+

[
−τe,b
018×1

]
, (3.82)

where the system inertia matrix M ∈ R24×24 is given as:

M =



(
Mb +

∑6
l=1 Mb,l

)
Mb,j,1 Mb,j,2 · · · Mb,j,6

MT
b,j,1 Mj,1 03×3 · · · 03×3

MT
b,j,2 03×3 Mj,2 · · · 03×3

...
...

. . .
...

MT
b,j,6 03×3 03×3 · · · Mj,6


. (3.83)

The joined Coriolis, centripetal, and gravity effects of the body ηb ∈ R6 and the

joints ηj ∈ R18 are given as

ηb = Cb q̇b +Gb +

6∑
l=1

MG,b,l g, (3.84)

ηj =


MG,j,1g

MG,j,2g
...

MG,j,6g

 . (3.85)

Jb,l ∈ R6×6 and Jj,l ∈ R6×18 are the contact Jacobian w.r.t. the body and joints,

respectively.
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Chapter 4

Multi-legged Locomotion Control

In this chapter, we describe two proposed kinetostatics-based locomotion con-

trollers for position-based control of multi-legged robots. Both controllers take

the desired body twist command q̇b on the input and produce joint angles qj on

the output. The methods mainly differ in the way they approach the motion gener-

ation. The first approach [1c] follows the three layered decomposition with motion

generation realized by projection of the desired footholds, followed by the motion

control with the iterative body pose and joint configuration calculation using IKT,

and actuator control incorporating the joint feedback in adaptive reaction to terrain

irregularities. In the approach the body motion is determined by the leg motion

and thus the velocity command is effectively restricted to the projected locomotion

plane, thus only translational components along the x and y axes and rotational

component around the z axis are taken into account in the motion generation. The

velocity command is also sampled only at the beginning of each gait phase, and

thus the robot cannot change the motion direction during the leg swing phase.

On the other hand, the second approach represents a method for the motion

generation and motion control by formalizing the relationship between the leg

motion and the body motion into a single equation using velocity kinematics. The

body motion is generated concurrently with the leg motion, and thus the full body

twist command is used in the motion generation and the robot can change the

motion direction at any time.

Both controllers allow for seamless integration of the environmental feedback through

foot-contact and external wrench sensing to support locomotion over irregular ter-

rain and active environment interactions. Further, both controllers are developed

with the assumption of non-sliding feet.

The decoupled locomotion controller is described in Section 4.1 followed by the

closed-form locomotion controller described in Section 4.2. Both controllers are

derived in the inertial frame; hence, if not explicitly stated otherwise, all poses are

considered w.r.t. the inertial frame {A}. The report on the experimental evaluation

of the controllers is dedicated to Section 4.3.
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4. Multi-legged Locomotion Control

4.1 Decoupled Locomotion Controller

The decoupled locomotion controller is based on the controller [2c], extended by

implementing the concurrent generation of body motion and legs motion. The

proposed controller also implements balance control that takes into account the

mutual position of CoM and the support polygon for locomotion over steep inclines

and load balancing between the legs. The balance control can be used in the case

the robot features an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) or Attitude and Heading

Reference System (AHRS). The proposed controller works as follows.

During the locomotion, each leg alternates between the support, and swing phase.

The order in which legs alternate is defined by the fixed-sequence locomotion gait

that can be described as a sequence G of the sets of concurrently swinging legs.

Hence, G is given as G = {Gk | k ∈ {1, · · · , Ngp}}, where Gk is the set of leg IDs

used within a single gait phase k and Ngp is the overall number of gait phases. The

leg IDs are assigned to the individual legs as shown in Figure 4.1. The utilized and

tested locomotion gaits are: the tripod gait G = {{1, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 6}}; tetrapod gait

G = {{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}}; and pentapod gait G = {{1}, {6}, {2}, {5}, {3}, {4}}
with the number of gait phases Ngp = 2, Ngp = 3, and Ngp = 6, respectively.

Besides, the formulation of the controller can be easily modified to support free-

sequence aperiodic gaits [98] for selection of swinging legs.

{B}•
1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 4.1: Leg IDs assignment to individual legs w.r.t. the body-attached

coordinate frame {B}.

The robot locomotion is controlled using the gait cycle with Ngp individual phases

and the desired gait cycle execution time T . During each gait cycle phase k, the

legs are driven from their original poses Pcurr to new poses Pnew given w.r.t. the

inertial frame within the time Tsp = T N−1
gp , while the body pose qb is continuously

optimized to cope with the terrain irregularities and current terrain inclination.

The formulation of the controller w.r.t. the inertial frame allows for decoupling

the control into three separate parts. Namely, the supporting legs are commanded

to hold their foot-tip position, the swinging legs are driven to new footholds, and

the body follows the current configuration of the legs. The internal control loop
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4.1Decoupled Locomotion Controller

is synchronized with the hardware control period of Tcon that is given by the

maximum achievable communication speed of the employed actuators [5a]. The

control period Tcon is determined, such that a single configuration write and read

of all the joint actuators is achieved within each iteration of the control loop. The

whole control algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 and schematically visualized

in Figure 4.2. A detailed description of the control strategy follows.

At the beginning of each gait cycle phase k, a set of the current leg foot-tip positions

Pcurr = {rl,curr | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}} is sampled by reading out the leg joint angles ql,real
and calculating the positions using the FKT (described in Section 3.1.1) assuming

the body pose to be zero, qb = 0.

A new set of desired foot-tip positions Pnew = {rl,new | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}} given in the

global reference frame is calculated based on the current body pose, the set of the

default robot footholds Pdef = {rl,def | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}}, which represents the default

positions of the leg endpoints when the robot is standing in the default posture,

the input twist command q̇b = [ṙb,x, ṙb,y, ṙb,z, Φ̇x, Φ̇y, Φ̇z]
T , and the desired gait

cycle execution time T . The new desired foothold coordinates of the l-th leg can

be expressed as

[
rl,new
1

]
=


cos
(
Φ̇zT

)
− sin

(
Φ̇zT

)
0 ṙb,xT

sin
(
Φ̇zT

)
cos
(
Φ̇zT

)
0 ṙb,yT

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


[
rl,def
1

]
. (4.1)

Note that only the translational velocity along the x and y axes and angular velocity

around the z axis are used in the generation of the new desired footholds. Also, to

prevent self collisions during leg swing, the feasibility of the new desired foothold

positions rl,new is checked, and the input twist command is updated in the case

of possible self-collision is detected. In particular, the input twist command is

multiplied by the factor 0.9 and the desired footholds are recalculated and checked

for self-collisions again until the motion is collision-free. Note that setting qb = 0

at the beginning of the gait phase allows projecting the new foothold positions in

the current direction of the motion, which copes with the current body attitude,

and thus the current terrain slope. Hence the robot maintains the desired twist

command even when walking sloped terrain.

Once the new footholds are determined, the swinging legs swing from their current

positions to the new foothold positions. The main control loop consists of phases

of deciding the immediate desired foot-tip position rl,des of each leg in the global

reference frame followed by the optimization of the body pose qb using the sampled

gravity vector g. Then, the immediate desired joint angles ql,des for each leg are

calculated using the IKT, and are commanded to the joint actuators.

Finally, the current pose of the legs is sampled by reading out the current joint

angles ql,real that can be used in the foot-contact to adapt to terrain irregularities.
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4. Multi-legged Locomotion Control

Algorithm 1: Gait cycle execution

Input: G – fixed-sequence gait prescribed as a sequence of sets of

concurrently swinging leg IDs.

Input: Ngp – number of gait phases.

Input: T – gait cycle execution time.

Input: Tcon – control loop period.

Input: q̇b – input twist command.

1 Nsp ← T N−1
gp T−1

con // no. of leg swing poses per gait phase

2 qj,real ← ReadAllServoAngles()

3 foreach gait phase k ∈ {1, . . . , Ngp} do
4 qb ← 0 // zero the current body pose

5 Gswing ← Gk // select swinging legs

6 Pcurr ← CalcCurrentFootholdPositions(qb, qj,real)

7 Pnew ← CalcNewFootholdPositions(qb, q̇b)

8 t← 0 // reset execution timer

9 while notGswing empty do // control loop

10 foreach leg l ∈ {1, . . . , 6} do
11 if {l}⋂Gswing then

12 rl,des ← CalcNextPose(rl,curr, rl,new, Nsp, t)

13 // calculate next leg foot-tip pose in inertial frame

14 else

15 rl,des ← rl,des // hold the current desired foot-tip pose

16 g ← SampleIMU()

17 qb,des ← CalcBodyPose(rl,des, g)

18 foreach leg l ∈ {1, . . . , 6} do
19 ql,des ← CalcLegIKT(qb,des, rl,des, g)

20 SetAllServoAngles(qj,des)

21 qj,real ← ReadAllServoAngles()

22 foreach leg l ∈ Gswing do

23 if ContactSensed() = True then

24 Gswing ← Gswing \ l
25 // change l-th leg state from swing to support

26 t← t+ Tcon
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Swinging legs
Gswing selection

New foothold selection

Incremental foottip
poses rl,des calculation

Body pose qb,des

optimization

Incremental robot motion

Foot contact
sensed?

Stop motion of colliding leg

All legs on the
ground?

Yes

No

Yes

No

q̇b

g

Figure 4.2: Overview of the operation of the proposed decoupled locomotion

controller. Note that the actual step length shown in the visualization is

unrealizable due to the kinematic constraints and self-collisions; however, it

improves the clarity of the explanation. Adapted from [1c].
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P1P2P3

P4 P5

P6

P7P8P9

Support phase

Lift-off phase

Touch-down phase

Figure 4.3: The foot tip trajectory as defined by the two Bézier curves and

associated control points.

The execution of the gait cycle phase ends when all the legs have swung and their

ground contact has been detected. Note that during the continuous locomotion,

the joint angles ql,real sampled at the end of the previous gait cycle phase are used

at the beginning of the next gait cycle phase to calculate the rl,curr, instead of

retrieving new values, as the joint angles readout is due to the communication

bandwidth and transport delays the most time-consuming operation.

The immediate desired foot-tip positions rl,des(t) at the time t are selected either to

hold the current position in the global reference frame when the respective leg is in

the support phase, or as one of the intermittent points on the trajectory between

the leg current foothold rl,curr and the new desired foothold rl,new. The leg is

supposed to reach the new foothold within the time Tsp = T N−1
gp . Hence, given

the control cycle period Tcon, there are Nsp = T N−1
gp T−1

con individual poses on the

trajectory between rl,curr and rl,new.

We have experimented with different desired leg trajectories, including simple tri-

angle trajectory, square trajectory, the positive amplitude of the sine wave, but the

perceivably smoothest motion has been achieved using the Bézier curve trajectory

inspired by [67]. More elaborated swing trajectories can be designed considering

the leg dynamics, or terrain characteristics [86], [7a]; however, it would require

exteroceptive sensing which is not utilized in our setup. Hence, the immediate

foot-tip position rl,des(t) during the swing phase is computed as two 4th order

Bézier curves as it is shown in Figure 4.3.

The desired foot-tip position rl,des(t) of the swinging leg at the time t of the gait

phase is given as

rl,des(t) =


s4l P1 + 4s3l tlP2 + 6s2l t

2
l P3 + 4slt

3
l P4 + t4l P5, for t ≤ Tsp

2
,

s4dP5 + 4s3dtdP6 + 6s2dt
2
dP7 + 4sdt

3
dP8 + t4dP9, for t >

Tsp
2
,

(4.2)

tl =
t

2Tsp
, and sl = 1− tl

td =
t− Tsp
2Tsp

, and sd = 1− td
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where Pi are the five control points for lift-off and touch-down phases parameterized

by the desired swing height hswing, respectively. The control points for the lift-off

phase are

P1 = rl,curr, (4.3)

P2 = rl,curr −
1

16
∆rl, (4.4)

P3 = rl,curr −
1

8
∆rl, (4.5)

P4 = rl,curr +
1

2
∆rl + [0, 0, hswing]

T , (4.6)

P5 = rl,curr +
3

4
∆rl + [0, 0, hswing]

T , (4.7)

where ∆rl = rl,new − rl,curr is the vector between the current and new foothold

position. The remaining control points for the touch-down phase are

P6 = rl,curr +∆rl + [0, 0, hswing]
T , (4.8)

P7 = rl,new +
1

8
∆rl, (4.9)

P8 = rl,new +
1

16
∆rl, (4.10)

P9 = rl,new. (4.11)

The leg foot-tip trajectory is prescribed in the global reference frame, and thus the

body pose can be altered without affecting the leg transition in the global reference

frame.

The body pose optimization provides the robot body with a smooth motion and

distributes its weight evenly among the individual legs, thus reducing the joint

torques as it is shown in Figure 4.4. The desired body pose qb,des is calculated

by exploiting the formulation of kinematics and controller in the inertial reference

frame {A}. The computation of the translational part rb,des of the desired body

pose reduces to the calculation of the leg foot-tips centroid followed by the projec-

tion of CoM in the opposite direction to the normalized gravitational vector g by

the default body height hdef as

rb,des =
1

6

6∑
l=1

rl,real − hdef
g

∥g∥ . (4.12)

The desired rotational part of the body pose Φdes is assigned as the rotation around

the z axis by the mean angle between the legs default poses rl,def and the current

poses rl,real as

Φdes =


0

0
1

6

∑6
l=1 atan

(∥rl,def × (rl,real − rb,des)∥
rl,def (rl,real − rb,des)

)
 . (4.13)
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•

•

•

•

(a)

••

•

•

(b)

Figure 4.4: The slope adaptation approach and its influence on the robot weight

distribution and GRF (visualized as the green arrows). (a) Without the slope

adaptation, the CoM is shifted back and the weight is unevenly distributed between

the legs. (b) With slope adaptation, the CoM vertical projection is above the legs

centroid, and thus the weight is evenly distributed between the legs.

The body pose always follows the legs such that the body movement has a smooth

speed profile without abrupt accelerations and decelerations. The mass is dis-

tributed evenly among the legs during the stance phase. For the robots with

higher number of DoF per leg, like our experimental platform HAntR (depicted

in Figure 2.5), a further enhancement is to assign the desired foot-tip orientation

vector in the direction of the gravitational vector g, which is also suggested in [37],

[67]. It ensures balanced distribution of the weight between individual legs, and

also reduces the joint torques and sheer forces applied on the legs. Based on

the desired joint angles ql,des for each leg and the desired body pose qb,des, the

resulting joint configuration qj is calculated using the IKT (see Section 3.1.3), and

it is commanded to the joint actuators.

The presented decoupled locomotion approach is specifically developed for position

controlled robots and allows seamless integration of different terrain sensing tech-

niques. It also allows for straightforward extension to free-sequence gaits, when the

gait sequence G is not fixed and the selection of the swinging legs is done online.

Further, the desired swing trajectory calculation can be readily exchanged for

different swing profiles, including profiles computed online based on the perceived

terrain irregularities as in the deliberate control approach [7a].

The main drawbacks of the decoupled locomotion control are twofold. Firstly, the

input twist command q̇b is only sampled once per gait phase at its beginning, which

does not allow the robot to change the motion direction mid-phase. Secondly, the

execution of the leg swing motion is effectively open-loop, with the contact sensing
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being used for stopping the leg motion instantly. Stopping the leg at the instant

of contact does not ensure the leg is ready to switch gait phases and support the

body in its current configuration, as the contact may occur anywhere along the leg

morphology. Hence, despite the behavior works in irregular terrains with majority

of the contacts being the expected foot-ground interactions, it is not suitable for

heavily cluttered environments. Both of these drawbacks are addressed by the

closed-form locomotion controller described in the next section. The experimental

evaluation and benchmarking of the proposed controller and its comparison to the

closed-form locomotion controller is presented in Section 4.3.
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4.2 Closed-form Locomotion Controller

The closed form locomotion controller formalizes the relationship between the leg

motion and body motion into a single equation. The controller generates the joint

angle trajectory for each individual leg as ql(t) = [θl,c(t), θl,f(t), θl,t(t)]
T
to satisfy

the desired twist vector q̇b(t) that defines the locomotion control input as the

desired velocity vector.

For each leg l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}, we can split the joint angle trajectory to its value and

rate using Taylor series

ql(t+∆t) ≃ ql(t) + ∆t q̇l(t), (4.14)

where we need to establish q̇l for the duration of the whole gait cycle including the

swing phase and the support phase.

During the support phase, the request for non-slipping feet of the supporting legs

yields rl = 0, and thus given Equation (3.10) we can write

q̇l = J−1
l Jb q̇b, (4.15)

where J−1
l is the inverse of the leg Jacobian and Jb is the body Jacobian.

During the swing phase, the overall leg motion can be expressed as a superposition

of the leg forward motion, leg lift motion, and leg stretch control

q̇l = J−1
l JbZq̇b + J−1

l Jbvsp + S(ql), (4.16)

where Z is the direction alteration matrix of the twist command q̇b, as the leg

motion during the swing phase is the reverse one of the support phase. Hence, the

robot’s fore-aft, lateral, and angular velocities are inverted given

Z =



−1 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1

 . (4.17)

Further, we consider vsp as the rate along z-axis to lift the legs during the swing

phase. The approach allows setting different velocity profiles for the leg swing

phase with the constant velocity profile being the straightforward one

vsp =

{
[0, 0, vc, 0, 0, 0]

T
, when t < Tsp/2,

[0, 0,−vc, 0, 0, 0]T , otherwise,
(4.18)

where Tsp is the leg swing phase period and the constant vc determines the up-

ward/downward swing speed.
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In addition, we define control function S(ql) to compensate the drift in joint angles

and acts as a virtual spring between the current and default leg foothold positions.

Without it, the locomotion controller would diverge to singular configurations after

several steps.

S(ql) = KS(ql,def − ql), (4.19)

where ql,def is the vector of joint angles at the robot default configuration, and KS

is the diagonal matrix of the virtual spring coefficients.

Having these terms for each leg and a phase switch function ξ, we can describe a

closed-form locomotion controller as

ql(t+∆t) ≃ ql(t) + ξ(t)∆tJ−1
l Jbq̇b+

ξ(t+ T )∆t
(
J−1
l JbZq̇b + J−1

l Jbvswing + S(ql)
)
.

(4.20)

Note that for any non-singular configuration, the joint trajectories ql(t) are gener-

ated to satisfy the input twist vector q̇b. Thus, the locomotion controller supports

motion command in all six DoF up to the range of the robot’s kinematic capabilities

as shown in Figure 4.5.

Switching between the swing and support phases is based on the force threshold-

based foot-tip contact detection which monitors the estimated GRF fGRF,l. When

the magnitude of the GRF exceeds the given threshold ∥fGRF,l∥ > fGRF,thld,

the ground is detected and the motion of the leg is stopped, which enables the

controller to negotiate terrains with irregular step heights. The gait phase switching

is triggered when ground contacts is detected for all the swinging legs.

The main limitation of the controller is inability to select particular footholds. Al-

though the overall posture of the robot can be modified by changing the parameters

of the controller, the main idea of the control by the desired twist command is not

easily extendable to swing the legs into the particular footholds.

The experimental evaluation of the closed-form controller and its comparison to the

decoupled locomotion controller and the groundwork controller [2c] are presented

in the following section.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of the robot body and leg motion for a single gait cycle of

tripod gait for a complicated velocity command of 4 s duration and irregular terrain

locomotion. From top to bottom, there are generated velocity commands; top view

of the leg and body trajectories; and side view of the leg and body trajectories.

Note, the different start and end heights of the leg trajectories are given by the

reaction to the terrain irregularities.
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The developed locomotion controllers have been implemented and deployed on

our experimental platforms The experimental evaluation of the controllers with

evaluation of the smoothness of the body motion is presented in Section 4.3.1 Slope

adaptation is presented in Section 4.3.2. Finally, the evaluation of the locomotion

performance on flat, irregular, and soft terrains is presented in Section 4.3.3. Note

that the quantitative evaluation of the controller performance depends strongly

on the used robotic platform, the deployment environment, and the used contact

sensing approach. Further, the performance indicators and characteristics are

generally not standardized [85]. Therefore, the locomotion control performance

has been evaluated with emphasis on highlighting the operation characteristics of

the controllers and providing comparison to the groundwork controller [2c].

The decoupled locomotion controller has been deployed on all our experimental

platforms, while the closed-form locomotion controller has been deployed only on

the SCARAB II platform. Therefore, the quantitative comparison mainly targets

the evaluation on SCARAB II platform, but also lists the real-world performance

achieved by other platforms. The parameterisation of the controllers used through-

out the evaluation is listed in Table 4.1, the other, mostly mechanical, parameters

of the experimental platforms are listed in Appendix A. Note that the integral

part of the evaluated locomotion controllers is the explicit contact sensing, which

allows negotiating individual footsteps and adapting to terrain irregularities. In

the following experimental evaluation of the controllers the particular methods of

contact sensing do not influence the result as long as their performance is consistent,

and thus their detailed description is not a required prerequisite of the presented

evaluation. However, for the sake of completeness, we list the used parameterisation

of the employed contact sensing approaches in Table 4.1, while their principle of

operation and dedicated benchmarking are described in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1: Locomotion control approaches parameterisation.

Parameter
SCARAB I SCARAB II HAntR

HEBI HEBI

Daisy Lily

Controller parameters

Control period Tcon [ms] 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.3 3.3

Swing time Tsp [ms] 500.0 500.0 500.0 700.0 700.0

Def. body height hdef [m] 0.12 0.09 0.16 0.21 0.28

Swing height hswing [m] 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.28 0.28

Swing velocity vc [m s−1] – 0.1 – – –

Contact sensing parameters

Coxa contact threshold ec,thld [rad] 0.03 0.03 0.03 – –

Femur contact threshold ef,thld [rad] 0.05 0.03 0.05 – –

Tibia contact threshold et,thld [rad] 0.03 0.03 0.03 – –

Force contact threshold fGRF,thld [N] – 1.5 – 3.5 3.5
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4.3.1 Body Speed Profile

An important characteristic of rough terrain locomotion is the stability of the robot

body and smoothness of its motion. Abrupt motions of the robot’s relatively heavy

body can lead to loss of balance due to leg slippage. Abrupt motions also put more

stress on the robot’s structure and require higher joint torques for acceleration and

deceleration of the platform, which can lead to energy inefficient locomotion.

The body speed profile has been measured on SCARAB II platform as it is cur-

rently the only platform implementing the decoupled, closed-form, and groundwork

controller [2c] locomotion controllers. During the experiment the robot has been

placed on a flat laboratory floor and tasked to locomote for the duration of 30 s with

a given velocity command q̇b = [0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T using the tripod gait. Parameters

of all three controllers were matched according to Table 4.1. The terrain sensing has

been disabled during this experiment, assuming the ground contact at the default

body height, implying open-loop execution. The motion of the robot has been

captured using the external localization system Leica TS-16 total station, which

provides ground truth position reference of the robot body rb with submillimeter

precision and 10Hz localization rate. The body speed estimate has been computed

from the body trajectory as the backward difference using the formula:

s(t) ≃ ∥rb(t)− rb(t−∆t)∥
∆t

, (4.21)

where ∆t = 0.1 s is the sample time.

Figure 4.6 shows the body speed profiles of the three controllers together with

their aggregated statistics represented as five-point summary. The results show

a significant improvement between the groundwork controller [2c] and the two

proposed controllers with the closed-form controller achieving the smoothest mo-

tion. The high variance of the speed for the groundwork controller is caused by

its discrete nature with separated body motion and leg motion. For the decoupled

controller, the body follows the legs as the CoM projection stays in the leg centroid.

Therefore, the particular leg foot-tip trajectory influences the resulting smoothness

of the motion given by the speed variance. The closed-form controller formalizes

the relationship between the leg motion and body motion with the body motion

being prescribed directly by the desired velocity command. Thus, the main source

of speed variance is caused by the stiffness of the leg joint actuators and their

ability to track the desired joint trajectories.

4.3.2 Slope Adaptation

Dedicated slope adaptation has been proposed for the decoupled locomotion con-

troller. It allows the robot equipped with IMU or AHRS to better cope with

the terrain inclinations, slopes, or ridges by adapting the mutual position of the

CoM and the support polygon given the direction of the gravitational acceleration
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of the robot body speed profiles for the desired robot

speed of 0.1m s−1 for the groundwork [2c], decoupled, and closed-form locomotion

controllers. (a) body speed w.r.t. the time. (b) corresponding aggregated statistics

plotted as a five-point summary.

vector g. The performed experiment evaluates the static and dynamic stability of

the SCARAB I, SCARAB II, and HAntR platforms. During the experimental

evaluation, each platform has been placed on a wooden desk with adjustable

inclination. The inclination of the desk is monitored with an active marker motion

capture system PTI Phoenix Visualeyez III VZ10k with 100Hz tracking frequency

and millimeter accuracy.

During the experiments, the robot has been placed on the desk whose inclination

gradually increased until the robot lost its balance. Both the static and dynamic

stability of the platforms with the slope adaptation turned on and off have been

studied. When the slope adaptation is enabled, the vector of gravitational ac-

celeration g is obtained by sampling the body mounted AHRS XSens MTI-30,

which provides the orientation estimate at a sampling rate of 400Hz. When the

slope adaptation is disabled, the gravitational vector is set to the fixed value of

g = [0, 0,−9.81]T .

During the static stability test, the robot does not locomote, while during the

dynamic stability test, the robot is tasked to locomote in place using the tripod
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Table 4.2: Slope adaptation evaluation results.

Static stability test Dynamic stability test

Slope adaptation† w/o w/ w/o w/

SCARAB I 28◦ 32◦ 20◦ 21◦

SCARAB II 25◦ 30◦ 21◦ 23◦

HAntR 37◦ 43◦ 26◦ 31◦

Lauron V [37]♮ – 43◦ – 25◦

Weaver [36]♮ 30◦ 50◦ 20◦ 30◦

† With (w/ ) and without (w/o) slope adaptation.
♮ Listed values are reported in the respective cited publications.

gait. All three experimental platforms used the decoupled locomotion controller

parameterized according to Table 4.1. The results of the experimental evaluation

are reported in Table 4.2 together with the slope adaptation results for compara-

ble six-legged walking robots, Lauron V [37] and Weaver [36], reported by their

respective authors.

The results show a positive effect of slope adaptation on both the static and

dynamic stability of the experimental platforms. Interestingly, during the static

stability test, SCARAB I achieved better performance than the SCARAB II plat-

form, while in the dynamic stability test, the results are opposite. Since SCARAB I

is a larger and lighter platform, its legs provide a wider base that benefits static

stability. On the other hand, it uses weaker actuators than SCARAB II which most

likely causes its comparatively worse performance in the dynamic stability test.

The effect is even more noticeable for the kinematically enhanced platforms HAntR

and Lauron with four DoF per leg and Weaver with five DoF per leg. On top of

the CoM pose adjustment w.r.t. the support polygon, these platforms further allow

for setting the ideal foot-tip orientation vector in the direction of the normalized

gravitational vector g. It ensures balanced distribution of the weight between

individual legs as suggested and verified by [1c], [36], [37]. The effect of the weight

distribution is visualized in Figure 4.7 showing HAntR with and without slope

adaptation control enabled together with the corresponding position errors between

the desired and current leg poses dl,err = ∥rl,des − rl,real∥. The absolute foot-

tip position error is used as the performance indicator because HAntR does not

feature force or torque sensors to measure the forces in individual legs directly.

Further, at steady-state, the position error is proportional to the joint torque due

to the servomotor P-type controller; hence, the chosen performance indicator is

valid in such a case. Figure 4.7 supports that the decoupled controller improves

the balanced distribution of the weight between the individual legs as there is less

variance in the position error between individual legs for the experiment with slope

adaptation enabled.
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(a) Robot posture w/o slope adaptation. (b) Robot posture w/ slope adaptation.
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(c) Foot-tip position errors dl,err for individual experiments. From left to right, static

stability w/o slope adaptation, static stability w/ slope adaptation, dynamic stability

w/o slope adaptation, and dynamic stability w/ slope adaptation.

Figure 4.7: HAntR slope adaptation evaluation of the decoupled locomotion

controller. (a), (b) snapshots of the robot. (c) foot-tip position errors dl,err for

individual experiments.
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(a) Cubes mockup (b) Grass mockup

Figure 4.8: Cubes and grass terrain mockups used for the evaluation of the

locomotion controllers performance.

4.3.3 Locomotion Performance

The performance of the developed locomotion controllers has been studied with

SCARAB I and SCARAB II platforms on three different types of terrain in labora-

tory setup. The three used terrain mockups were the flat laboratory floor (denoted

floor), testbed of the size 2.3 × 1.0m composed of squared 0.1 × 0.1 cm wooden

blocks with irregular height and slope, and with the maximum inter-block height

difference of 9 cm (denoted cubes), and artificial grass laid on top of the testbed,

simulating soft terrains (denoted grass), as shown in Figure 4.8.

We consider the CoT metric [86] as the locomotion performance indicator. The

CoT formulation according to Equation (2.1) is used with the mean electric power

P , calculated as the average of the instantaneous electric power P estimated from

the battery voltage measured by the robot actuators and the current measurements

from the dedicated Hall-effect-based current sensor, both measured with the sam-

pling frequency of 250Hz. The mean speed s estimated from the pose tracking data

is provided by the active marker motion capture system PTI Phoenix Visualeyez III

VZ10k with 100Hz tracking frequency and millimeter accuracy. The mean speed

s is calculated from time taken by the robot to traverse the experimental mockup.

During the experiments, each robot was placed in an approximately similar position

at the beginning of the given terrain mockup. Then, the robot was manually

guided by the operator over the terrain with the fixed linear speed of 0.10m s−1

with an option for the operator to adjust the heading of the robot Φ̇z to keep the

robot within the terrain mockup. The groundwork controller [2c] and the proposed

decoupled controller (Section 4.1), both with position-based contact detection, were

used on the SCARAB I and SCARAB II platforms. The proposed closed-form

controller (Section 4.2) was used with the force threshold-based contact sensing on

the SCARAB II platform.

Each experiment has been performed five times and the mean CoT results with

standard deviation for each robot, controller, and terrain are listed in Table 4.3.

The presented results indicate an improvement between the groundwork

controller [2c] and the two developed controllers, presumably due to the shift from

discrete body motion to continuous body motion. The two proposed controllers

achieve similar performance with slightly better performance of the closed-form
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controller. The difference in CoT values between the different terrains is due to the

inability of the platform to maintain the desired locomotion speed of 0.10m s−1 over

the terrain, rather than a significant increase in power consumption. Finally, the

comparison between the experimental platforms indicates that the more powerful

actuators and the packed construction of the SCARAB II platform support lower

CoT, since the power consumption of the robot is similar, although the SCARAB II

platform is almost twice as heavy as the SCARAB I.

In comparison to other approaches presented in the literature, the authors of [86]

report values of CoT around 25 for the locomotion over flat ground with a lo-

comotion speed of 0.10m s−1 using a robotic platform similar to SCARAB I.

In [67], which uses the closest approach to the proposed decoupled locomotion

controller, the authors report slightly lower CoT values around 8.2 compared to

the SCARAB II for the target locomotion speed and the tripod insectoid gait.

However, the experimental platform Bullet used in [67] is almost twice the size of

the SCARAB II platform, and therefore the locomotion at similar speed is achieved

with twice the gait cycle time, which implies lower joint torques due to the slower

leg swings, and thus correspondingly lower power consumption.

Table 4.3: Locomotion control evaluation results.

Terrain Controller
CoT [−]

SCARAB I SCARAB II

Flat

Groundwork [2c] 21.56± 2.12 12.03± 1.08

Decoupled (Section 4.1) 16.60± 1.57 8.93± 0.77

Closed-form (Section 4.2) – 9.20± 0.89

Cubes

Groundwork [2c] 43.30± 4.18 23.87± 2.15

Decoupled (Section 4.1) 33.04± 2.81 18.72± 1.50

Closed-form (Section 4.2) – 18.46± 1.53

Grass

Groundwork [2c] 32.88± 2.96 18.55± 1.74

Decoupled (Section 4.1) 26.00± 2.26 14.36± 1.30

Closed-form (Section 4.2) – 14.05± 1.21
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Chapter 5

Model-based Contact Detection

The main challenge addressed in this work is the interaction of the robot with the

environment. This chapter describes a model-based contact detection approach

based on monitoring of the virtual elasticity in the robot’s joints using position

feedback only. The method relies on the derived leg dynamics model, including

the actuator and controller model, to estimate the leg motion, which is compared

with the actual position of the leg to detect the leg contact events. Detection

of leg contact events is critical for terrain negotiation, as failure to detect the

contact events results in high loads on the robot’s structure and joints. As detailed

in Section 2.3, there are many different ways to incorporate sensory feedback into

contact event sensing; however, most of these approaches require additional sensory

equipment that is not available on affordable robotic platforms, or they work

only locally by detecting the contact events only at the foot-tips. Furthermore,

additional sensors attached to the legs represent an additional potential failure

point in the overall robot design. Therefore, we have based our approach only on

the position feedback from the joint actuators. Thus it represents a minimalistic

approach to the problem that is applicable to a wide range of robotic platforms.

Furthermore, the developed method allows the detection of tactile events anywhere

along the leg morphology and in any direction.

The proposed contact event detection approach together with its limitations is

described in Section 5.1. The method has been experimentally verified using

SCARAB I platform, as it represents an affordable platform equipped with proprio-

ceptive sensing only. First, a contact detection experiment described in Section 5.2

using a single leg has been performed to test the capability of the approach to

detect collision at any point of the swing trajectory. Next, the effect of the contact

detection on the locomotion performance of the robot has been studied, described

in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 describes the deployment of the proposed

approach on a small robotic manipulator. This chapter incorporates material from

the publications [2c] and [5a].

5.1 Position Feedback-based Terrain Sensing

The proposed contact event detection is tightly coupled with the position control

of the joint actuators and is based on the idea of monitoring the virtual elasticity

in the joints using only the position feedback of the joint actuators. For the P-

type position-controlled actuators in steady state, the output torque τ of the joint

actuator is proportional to the joint angular error err between the desired setpoint
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5. Model-based Contact Detection

angle and the actual joint angle as it is shown in Figure 5.1a. Therefore, for

quazistatic motion, the actuator torque can be directly estimated from the joint

angular error and such torque readings can be used in a force threshold-based

detection of ground contacts.

It is the main principle of the groundwork [125] which uses a fixed threshold value

of the joint angular error of the femur joint to detect contact events only during

the vertical swing-down phase of the leg motion. The leg motion is stopped by the

threshold-based controller whenever an increase in the joint angular error beyond a

certain fixed threshold is detected, to achieve stable locomotion in irregular terrains.

Angular error err
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of the relation between the output torque τ and angular

error err at (a) steady state and (b) during the transient response to the change in

the desired joint angle θdes for the Dynamixel AX12-A actuator. Note, the value

of τ is limited by the actuator stall torque value τstall.

However, when the joint is in motion, the proportional relationship between the

torque and joint angular error no longer holds, as it is shown in Figure 5.1b. In

addition, the joint angular error depends on various factors, such as controller pa-

rameterisation, motion speed, control period and hardware communication latency.

On top of that, dynamic effects from other robot links, friction, and other dynamic

effects also affect the resulting joint torque values.

Torque observers are used to estimate the joint torque [77] based on the joint torque

sensors. However, a direct estimation of the torque τ only from position feedback

would require double differentiation, which introduces non-negligible noise into the

estimation process [32].

In our approach, we use a high-fidelity leg dynamics model presented in Sec-

tion 3.2.1 together with the model of actuator dynamics, control loop, and com-

munication (see Section 3.2.2) to model the leg motion and the expected joint

angles ql,est = [θl,c,est, θl,f,est, θl,t,est]
T and compare the predicted angles to the
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Figure 5.2: Position feedback-based contact detection operation. Example of

measured and estimated joint angular errors of the femur actuator during leg

motion. The dynamic threshold value is derived from the estimated error increased

for three joint angle quantization units and rounded up to take into account

imperfections in the model identifications and the joint angle quantization.

actual measured actuator angles ql,real = [θl,c,real, θl,f,real, θl,t,real]
T . If the absolute

difference between the expected and measured joint angles is greater than the static

threshold el,i,thld, the contact event is detected.

The main idea of the proposed method and its comparison with the ground-

work [125] is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It shows a single joint actuator error plot

between the desired θl,i,des and measured θl,i,real joint angle together with the

difference between the desired θl,i,des joint angle and joint angle estimated using

the dynamic model θl,i,est where

errl,i = θl,i,des − θl,i,real, (5.1)

errl,i,est = θl,i,des − θl,i,est, (5.2)

are the current measured, and estimated joint angular errors, respectively. As

can be seen, the dynamic effects influence the instantaneous angular error value.

Furthermore, when the leg makes contact with an obstacle, the GRF begins to act

on the robot leg causing the joint torque to increase, and thus the joint angular

error to diverge. At around time t = 0.35 s, the error plot of the measured joint

angular error diverges, indicating the presence of a contact event.

The figure also illustrates the fixed threshold and the dynamically set model-

based threshold. The dynamically set threshold allows for the detection of contact

event six control periods earlier in comparison to the fixed threshold. Hence, the
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Figure 5.3: Schema of the integration of the proposed model-based contact

detection into the motion controller. At every step of the control cycle of a single

actuator, a new desired joint angle θdes is retrieved, commanded to the actuator,

and used to calculate the estimated joint angle value θest, that is then compared

with the actual joint angle θreal. If the joint angular error is above the given

threshold, it is interpreted as the leg motion has been obstructed; otherwise the

procedure is repeated for the next iteration.

dynamically set threshold enables faster reaction to the contact event, which, in

effect, results in less torque build-up in the joint and therefore its lower wear

and tear. Note that the discrete values of the measured θl,i,real are due to the

quantization of the joint angle by the real actuator encoder sensor2.

The proposed contact detection approach is integrated into the locomotion con-

troller as shown in Figure 5.3. The contact detection is integrated directly into

the position tracker, which tracks the desired leg trajectory given by the leg joint

angles ql,des(t) at the time t of the control loop. In each incremental step of the

control cycle, the joint actuators are set with the desired joint angles ql,des and

their current angles ql,real are immediately read by the controller. In parallel, the

estimated joint angles ql,est are calculated using the leg dynamic model according

to Equation (3.60). If the absolute difference between the expected estimated joint

angles ql,est and the actual joint angles ql,real exceeds the predefined fixed threshold

value el,i,thld, the leg contact is detected and the leg motion is stopped. The

expected joint angles are estimated with the assumption of no external disturbance.

The particular value of the error threshold is experimentally determined for each

robot joint, based on the maximum joint angular error observed for typical collision-

2Real examples from the SCARAB I robot equipped with the Dynamixel AX-12A servos with
10 bit joint angle encoders are used in this section.
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of the motion speed effect on the measured and estimated

joint angular error of a single actuator for a similar leg motion with different desired

motion execution time tdes.

free leg motions as can be observed in locomotion controllers parameterisation in

Table 4.1. Such a setting takes into account the quantization precision of the

joint encoder and the fidelity of the dynamic model, and maximizes the sensitivity

of the proposed approach. For high-fidelity dynamic models, the error thresh-

old collapses to compensation of quantization error of the utilized joint encoder

sensor. The approach specifically compares the real and estimated joint angles

∥ql,real − ql,est∥ rather than the euclidean distance between the real and estimated

foot-tip positions ∥rl,real − rl,est∥, as the error threshold for the comparison based

on the joint configurations is tighter and inherently considers the quantization of

the joint angle by the real actuator encoder sensor. The comparison based on the

foot-tip positions would be asymmetric depending on the leg stretch, as for the

distant foot-tip positions, it might fall under the available quantization of the joint

angle sensor, while being unnecessarily loose for the close positions.
Hence, the main factors influencing the reliability of the proposed approach are the

dynamic model fidelity, the control interpolation period Tcon, and the latency δT

between setting the desired joint angle and retrieving the actual joint angle [3a],

[5a] . A high-fidelity model allows to set a tighter error threshold el,i,thld while

allowing for high variation of the locomotion control parameters. The effect of the

locomotion speed on the measured and estimated error is shown in Figure 5.4 for

three different motion speeds of a similar leg swing. The figure also shows the

main drawback of the fixed threshold-based approach [125], which does not scale

with changes in locomotion gait parameters, as the joint angular error err can be

substantial, especially during rapid leg motions.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of the control period effect on the desired and real joint

angles of the femur actuator for a similar leg motion with (a) short control period

Tcon = 32ms and (b) long control period Tcon = 96ms. (c) effect of control period

on the angular error.

The proposed contact detection approach rely on monitoring of the virtual elasticity

in the joints caused by the desired commands produced by the locomotion con-

troller; therefore, the two other factors influencing the performance of the proposed

approach are the length of the control period Tcon and the latency δT between

setting the desired joint angles and retrieving their actual value. As already shown

in Figure 5.1b, there is a dynamic evolution of the torque and also of the joint

angular error, whenever the actuator is set with a new desired joint angle θdes.

Figure 5.5 shows how the control period Tcon affects the joint motion and also the

evolution of the joint angular error. Especially for longer control period, there are

fewer readings throughout the leg motion, and thus higher forces can arise during

the leg contact event, which can further cause joint wear and tear, or actuator

overheating, but it primarily affects the stability of the locomotion.
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of the latency effect between setting the new desired

joint angle θdes and retrieving the current joint angle θreal on the measured and

estimated joint angular error of a femur actuator for a similar leg motion but

different latencies.

Furthermore, Figure 5.6 shows the effect of the latency δT between commanding

the new desired joint angle θdes and retrieving the current joint angle θ on the

measured and estimated joint angular error. The latency variations can be observed

when retrieving joint angles from multiple actuators simultaneously, which is often

realized as a sequential read operation with increasing delay. The figure shows,

that with a higher latency, the actuator has more time to drive into the desired

setpoint. Therefore, the overall joint angular error is lower, which has to be taken

into account during the estimation of the joint angle θest. The example further

signifies the importance of a high-fidelity dynamic model of the leg, together

with the model of the joint controller internal operation, including communication

interfacing. Notice that the simulated actuator error presented in Figure 5.6 shows

the full simulation of the leg dynamic model while errest already assumes correct

sampling of the model to match the sampling and latency of the real measurements.

The main benefit of the proposed method is the ability to augment contact sensing

to sensory-restricted platforms utilizing only the position feedback of its actuators.

It enables the multi-legged platform to negotiate individual footsteps, and thus

overcome irregular terrain. The presented results of both the Tcon and δT influence

on the dynamics and subsequent contact detection underline the importance of

fast and deterministic control loop in control of multi-legged robots, especially in

irregular terrains.
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5.1.1 Approach Limitations

The main limitation of the proposed approach is its reliance on a high-fidelity

dynamic model of the system. Especially during long-term operation, or deploy-

ments in harsh conditions the robot characteristics might change significantly.

Automated parameter identification and online adaptation of models are beneficial

strategies because they can capture non-stationarities in the mechanical properties

of the robot [175]. Such non-stationarities include the adverse changes of the leg

parameters such as friction changes due to the joint wear, increased weight of

the leg due to the mud deposits, or leg morphology change because of damage.

Incorporating dynamic model identification and machine learning-based approaches

into the system is considered future work.

5.2 Anyangle Contact Detection

This experiment tests the ability of the proposed approach to detect collision at

any point of the swing trajectory. During the experiment, the SCARAB I robot has

been elevated so that the robot leg can move freely in the air without colliding with

the environment. The leg has been tasked to follow a circular trajectory defined as

Blql,des(t) =

[
0.15,

1

2
d cos(t),

1

2
d sin(t)− 1

2
d

]T
, (5.3)

with the diameter d = 10 cm and 1 s motion time that is regularly sampled to 250

desired configurations for the control period Tcon = 4ms as shown in Figure 5.7.

•
Start

{Bl}•

Figure 5.7: Anyangle contact detection experimental setup. The robot has been

elevated to support collision-free motion of the leg. The desired circular leg

trajectory is shown in red together with its starting point.
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Table 5.1: Anyangle contact detection evaluation scenarios description and results.

Scenario Description σ(Tdet) [ms]

A1 Collision-free trajectory.

A2 Vertical obstacle. Collision at 75% of the trajectory. 19.24

A3 Horizontal obstacle. Collision at 50% of the trajectory. 12.49

A4 Vertical obstacle. Collision at 25% of the trajectory. 18.95

A5 Leg motion is obstructed by hand at the beginning. 29.87

Within each control period, the leg position tracking controller sets the actuators

with the desired joint angles ql,des and retrieves the actual joint angles ql,real. The

error threshold for the experiment has been set to ethld = 0.03 rad.

A dataset consisting of five different scenarios, each with 100 trials, has been

collected with the individual scenarios augmenting leg contact at the different part

of the leg trajectory, as listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.8 shows examples of error

plots for individual scenarios.

The overall reliability of the detection for scenario A1 has been evaluated to be

91%, i.e., at nine out of 100 trials the contact detection is triggered, although

the scenario is collision free. For the remaining scenarios, we have measured the

time to contact detection Tdet and evaluated its standard deviation σ(Tdet). The

standard deviations for each scenario are listed in Table 5.1. Given the control

period Tcon, the resulting values correspond to three to seven control periods to

detect the contact event. The results support that the proposed approach allows

to detect contact events at any point of the leg swing trajectory.

5.3 Model-based Contact Detection within Loco-

motion Control

The main goal of the proposed contact detection is to improve the ability of the

robot to negotiate individual footsteps and cope with the terrain irregularities. The

proposed contact detection has been experimentally verified with the SCARAB I

robot with the decoupled locomotion controller described in Section 4.1. Within

the controller code given by Algorithm 1, the proposed contact detection approach

acts as a method at line number 23, ContactSensed(), for stopping the leg motion

during the swing phase upon contact of the leg with the environment. Three types

of situations occur during the locomotion of the robot w.r.t. the explicit contact

detection. Namely, early, in-time, and late contact detection. The desired mode

of operation is the in-time contact detection where the contact is detected as soon

as it appears. On the other hand, the early and late contact detection negatively

affect the robot attitude and the torques in the robot joints. It can be critical for
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Figure 5.8: Anyangle contact detection experiment. Example of the error plots

for individual joints in experimental verification of the proposed anyangle tactile

detection on a circular trajectory using ethld = 0.03 rad for the individual scenarios.

From top to bottom, the error plots of coxa, femur, and tibia joints. The vertical

lines in the plot represent the instant of collision detection for individual scenario

examples.
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the position controlled platforms without joint torque feedback, which can cause

damage to the platform because of the undetectable excessive joint torques.

The early contact detection stops the leg motion while the leg is still in the air,

resulting in a posture change and possible loss of balance in the following gait

phases. Note that the posture change does not have to manifest itself immediately

during the following gait phase but depending on the selected locomotion gait. It

can manifest itself up to five gait phases later in the case of a six-legged robot

walking using the pentapod locomotion gait. The late contact detection affects the

robot attitude immediately as the increased GRF of the leg that failed to detect

the contact is immediately reflected by the attitude change of the robot.

Hence, in the experimental evaluation we study the stability of the

SCARAB I platform during locomotion. The robot has been tasked to locomote

in place on a flat laboratory floor for 100 gait cycles of the decoupled locomotion

controller (Section 4.1) using the tripod locomotion gait with the parameterisation

according to Table 4.1. During the locomotion it collects the attitude data using

XSens MTi-30 AHRS with 400Hz sampling rate. Variance in the roll Var(Φx),

and pitch Var(Φy) angles, and variance in the vertical acceleration Var(r̈b,z) of the

platform within each gait cycle are used as the performance indicators. Stable

locomotion with reliable contact detection is characterized by low variance in the

observed indicators. Therefore, we use an open-loop locomotion without contact

detection as the baseline, as it knows exactly the height of the floor, and therefore

it provides the lowest variance of the indicators.

Figure 5.9 shows the five-point summary for individual indicators for baseline with-

out the ground detection, groundwork approach [125] utilizing the fixed threshold

value of ethld = 0.06 rad, and the proposed model-based contact detection approach

with the threshold values ec,thld = 0.03 rad, ef,thld = 0.05 rad, et,thld = 0.03 rad.

The results indicate that the proposed approach provides smoother locomotion in

comparison to the groundwork approach utilizing the fixed detection threshold.

Furthermore, the small variance difference between the baseline locomotion with

perfect information about the terrain height and the proposed approach supports

the feasibility of the proposed approach in augmenting contact sensing to sensory-

restricted platforms like SCARAB I robot.

5.4 Contact Detection with Robotic Manipulator

The proposed model-based contact detection approach has been deployed on an

affordable off-the-shelf robotic manipulator Rotrics Dexarm with three DoF shown

in Figure 5.10. The robotic manipulator shares the same morphology as the legs of

our multi-legged platforms, thus a similar dynamic model can be used to determine

the estimated configuration of the arm θest. Furthermore, the robotic manipulator

features independent joint angle encoder sensors that provide the required joint

angle feedback, but unlike our multi-legged platforms, it uses stepper motors for
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation of robot stability in contact detection during locomotion.

Five-point summary of the variance in roll and pitch angles, and vertical

acceleration of the robot body in baseline locomotion without contact detection,

groundwork approach [125] utilizing the fixed threshold, and the proposed model-

based contact detection approach.

actuation. The parameters of the used manipulator are listed in Table A.3 in

Appendix A.

The used actuator model formalized in Equation (3.51) described in Section 3.2.2

can be substituted for the full stepper motor model such as presented in [176].

However, a sufficiently precise relation between the joint actuator command and

joint angle trajectory is required to use the proposed contact detection approach.

Note that the stepper motors are controlled in individual steps (microsteps) in an

open-loop fashion. The internal manipulator controller first calculates the required

number of steps to reach the new desired manipulator configuration qnew from

the current configuration qcurr. Then, it executes the motion with a pre-defined

trapezoid velocity profile that causes the velocity of the manipulator to ramp-up

to the transfer speed and maintain the transfer speed. Finally, it slows down to

stop at the desired configuration.

The output torque of the stepper motor is given as a function of the stepping rate,

where the amount of the incremental motor torque τµstep,M generated per microstep

can be expressed a:

τµstep,M = τstep,M sin
π

NpolesNµstep
, (5.4)

where τstep,M is the holding torque per full step, Npoles is the number of the motor

pole pairs, and Nµstep is the number of the microsteps per full step. During the
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Figure 5.10: Affordable robotic manipulator Rotrics DexAm used for deployment

of the proposed model-based contact detection approach.

motion, the microstepping actuator needs to accumulate enough torque to overcome

the rotor friction and load inertia, for the rotor to advance.

The described behavior is shown in Figure 5.11a that highlights the high re-

peatability of the manipulator motions between the fixed start configuration qcurr
and fixed new desired configuration qnew. The maximum measured configuration

difference err = qdes − qreal for the individual trials gives us the estimate for

best achievable ethld. For the utilized robotic manipulator it is ethld = 0.006 rad.

For the motions originated from a different qcurr, but with similar configuration

difference qcurr− qnew, the motion is affected by the dynamic effects as it is shown

in Figure 5.11b. Due to the low inertia and relatively low speed of the manipulator

motions, a static detection threshold ethld = 0.03 rad for error err = qdes − qreal
can be used directly without taking into account the dynamics of the robotic

manipulator. Such error threshold is still lower than the joint angle error that

would cause synchronism lost for the used stepper motors.

As the stepping rate of the actuator is known and there is no gearbox on the output

shaft of the motor, we can substitute Equation (3.58) with the linearized model of

the stepper motor dynamic characteristics [177]:

τl ≃ τstep,M −Kstepq̇l, (5.5)

where Kstep is a diagonal matrix of the linear coefficients that can be found

experimentally. The adjusted leg dynamic model can be then used in the estimation
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Figure 5.11: Example of the repeatability for 25 manipulator motions of similar

configuration difference of ∆θi = 0.38 rad of every joint, for motions from (a)

similar configuration, and (b) different configurations within the robot workspace.

of qest and detection of the contact similarly to the proposed approach.

Figure 5.12 shows an example of the contact detection using the proposed method

with the set error threshold of ethld = 0.012 rad. The experimental results support

the generality of the proposed contact-detection approach in augmenting tactile

sensing to different platforms.
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Figure 5.12: Contact detection with the small robotic manipulator. The error

plots for individual joints of the robotic arm with collision detection visualization

using ethld = 0.012 rad at coxa joint.
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Chapter 6

Model-based External Wrench
Estimation

As the robot interactions with the environment are not limited only to legs,

we have developed an approach for continuous external wrench estimation using

proprioceptive sensing. The approach utilizes the derived whole-body dynamic

model of the robot described in Section 3.2.3 and provide an analytical formula for

deriving the external wrench and GRF.

The proposed approach is detailed in Section 6.1 followed by the experimental

evaluation. The approach requires joint torque measurements and therefore it has

been primarily developed and tested on the SCARAB II platform described in

Section 2.2. Furthermore, the developed approach has been deployed on the HEBI

Lily platform as well, that further supports the generality of the proposed approach.

The experimental setup is described in Section 6.2, followed by the verification of

the model simplifications introduced during the deriving of the whole-body dynamic

model of the robot presented in Section 6.3. Finally, the results of the experimental

evaluation of the wrench estimation on the SCARAB II robot controlled by the

proposed closed-form locomotion controller and HEBI Lily robot controlled by

the decoupled locomotion controller are presented in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5,

respectively.

6.1 External wrench estimation

The analytical solution for the estimation of the external wrench acting on the

robot body τe,b is formulated from the whole-body dynamic model described by

Equation (3.80) as:

τe,b =

6∑
l=1

JT
b

BiRB
BRAfGRF,l −

(
Mb +

6∑
l=1

Mb,l

)
q̈b−

6∑
l=1

Mb,j,l q̈l −
6∑

l=1

MG,b,lg −Cb q̇b −Gb. (6.1)

Equation (6.1) shows that the calculation of the external wrench is based on the

GRF of individual legs fGRF,l and the robot state q. The GRF fGRF,l can be ob-

tained either directly using the dedicated force/torque sensors in robot ankles [170],

[171], which greatly simplifies the estimation process, or we can estimate them from

joint torques τj using Equation (3.81). The joint torques can be estimated using
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the joint actuators’ current, as it is done in our experimental evaluation using

SCARAB II platform, from slip of the elastic element in SEA actuators, or directly

measured using dedicated torque sensors in robot joints.

The generalized body coordinates qb, q̇b, q̈b required to calculate the external

wrench can be obtained using various approaches to robot state estimation. In our

experimental evaluation we utilize the joint positions and commanded velocity to

estimate the generalized body coordinates under the assumption of fixed footholds.

6.2 Benchmarking Setup for External Wrench

Estimation

The experimental evaluation is based on applying known external wrench

τ̂e,b = [F̂x, F̂y, F̂z, τ̂x, τ̂y, τ̂z]
T on the robot, and examining the estimated wrench

τe,b = [Fx, Fy, Fz, τx, τy, τz]
T . Each component of the external wrench τe,b including

fore-aft Fx, lateral Fy, and vertical Fz forces, and torques about each major axis

τx, τy, and τz is examined individually. The wrench estimation has been verified in

flat and irregular terrain locomotion, showing the ability of the proposed method

to estimate the acting wrench while the robot is in motion.

The experimental testbed is to provide repeatable conditions for the experimental

validation of the external wrench estimation. The benchmark setup consists of the

robot operational area formed by a table, a rigid frame enclosure with 109×120 cm

size and adjustable height built from 4 cm aluminum profiles, and a set of weights

on a cord for inducing known external wrench τ̂e,b on the robot. The area of

the testbed is observed with active marker motion capture system PTI Phoenix

Visualeyez III VZ10k with 100Hz tracking frequency and millimeter accuracy. The

motion capture system tracks the mutual position of the cord attachment point on

the robot and the pulley. It provides the yaw orientation of the robot Φz w.r.t. the

pulley, and thus the ground-truth of the acting wrench τ̂e,b.

Two experimental setups depicted in Figure 6.1 have been prepared to examine

the performance of the external wrench estimation on flat and irregular terrains.

The irregular terrain area is formed by 0.1 × 0.1m wooden blocks with irregular

height and slope, and with the maximum inter-block height difference of 9 cm The

external wrench τ̂e,b has been induced on the robot by attaching different weights

suspended on a cord over the edge of the rigid frame using a pulley as shown in

Figure 6.1c. The purpose of the pulley is to eliminate the friction of the cord.

The attachment handle on the robot, depicted in Figure 6.1d, is mounted about

10 cm above the robot CoM, providing three attachment points. In particular,

one is in the middle of the handle for inducing the fore-aft and lateral forces on

the robot, and two others are on the sides, both 10 cm apart from the center, for

torque-inducing experiments. Five wooden blocks with the weight F̂w from the

set {730 g, 754 g, 1247 g, 1253 g, 2019 g} have been used as suspended weights, see

Figure 6.2.
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(a) Flat terrain (b) Irregular terrain

(c) Pulley attached to the frame (d) Cord attachment handle

Figure 6.1: Experimental testbed for acting wrench estimation with the motion

tracking system. Both the pulley and cord attachment handle have attached active

motion tracking markers.

6.3 Verification of the Dynamic Model Simplifica-

tions

The baseline values of τe,b have been measured with the robot standing (the vertical

velocity of the swinging legs set to 0), locomoting in place with zero velocity com-

mand, and locomoting with the maximum forward velocity

q̇b = [0.15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T on the flat terrain, named as experiments B1, B2, and

B3, respectively. No explicit external wrench has been induced on the robot. The

estimated value of τe,b has been measured for 10 s. The estimated baseline external

wrench is shown in Figure 6.3, and the mean values with standard deviations are

listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: The set of weights used in the experimental evaluation of acting wrench

estimation.

Table 6.1: Baseline values of the estimated wrench τe,b.

τe,b component B1 B2 B3

F x [N] −0.02± 0.02 −0.01± 0.09 −0.10± 0.13

F y [N] −0.05± 0.06 −0.21± 0.26 −0.33± 0.31

F z [N] −0.22± 0.21 −0.44± 0.38 −0.55± 0.48

τx [Nm−1] 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.02 0.01± 0.02

τy [Nm−1] −0.00± 0.01 0.02± 0.02 0.02± 0.02

τ z [Nm−1] 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.02 0.01± 0.02

The results show that the mean values are not exactly zero because of the subtle

parameter differences between the individual legs. There are also fluctuations

in the estimation, partly caused by the sensory noise, as the joint torques are

estimated from the servomotor current. The fluctuations are consistent with the

locomotion gait cycle that can be observed as individual peaks in the data. It

signifies the importance of further filtering the estimations, which we consider

for future work. Further, the fluctuations in the experiment B1 are presumably

caused by the utilized control approach detailed in Section 4.2. The stillstand is

enforced by setting zero leg lift-off velocity, which still internally cycles between

the triplets of swinging legs that are considered swinging until the force threshold

ground contact is triggered. As can be seen from the results, the difference between

the wrench estimation of the robot locomoting in place and locomoting with full

forward velocity is negligible; hence, the introduced whole-body dynamic model

simplifications of negligible Coriolis and centripetal effects of the leg motion are

justified by the results.
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Figure 6.3: Raw, unfiltered, measured values of the estimated wrench τe,b without

the acting wrench in the experiments B1, B2, and B3.

6.4 External Wrench Estimation on the

SCARAB II Robot

The evaluation is based on examining the estimation of each component of the

external wrench τe,b. Altogether twenty different experimental trials have been

performed with half of the trials performed on the flat and half on the irregular

terrains denoted F and I, respectively. The trials are organized in three scenarios

based on the principal acting component of the external wrench in that scenario.
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The scenarios estimating the acting force (Scenario 1); torques (Scenario 2); and

payload weight estimation (Scenario 3) are denoted F, T, and W for the reference,

respectively.

During all the performed experiments, the robot locomotes in place or slowly

turns around. The external wrench is estimated with the frequency 25Hz. The

parameters of the individual trials are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Ground truth wrench in experimental setup.

Trial Weight Ground Truth Acting Wrench

Name F̂w[N] τ̂e,b = [F̂x, F̂y, F̂z, τ̂x, τ̂y, τ̂z]
T

FF1 / IF1 7.54
 F̂w[cosΦz, sinΦz, 0, 0.1 sinΦz, 0.1 cosΦz, 0]

TFF2 / IF2 12.53

FF3 / IF3 20.19

FT1 / IT1 1.48
 F̂w[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]

TFT2 / IT2 −1.48
FT3 / IT3 2.50

FT4 / IT4 −2.50
FW1 / IW1 −7.54

 F̂w[0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]
TFW2 / IW2 −12.53

FW3 / IW3 −20.19

Trial name is formed from Flat/Irregular and Force/Torque/Weight indicating the terrain and
scenario as FF, FT, FW, IF, IT, and IW, and the trial number.

Scenario 1

Force estimation scenario consists of the trials FF1, FF2, FF3, IF1, IF2, and IF3

in which the robot has been placed in the middle of the testbed, with either flat or

irregular terrains. A suspended weight according to Table 6.2 has been attached

to the robot using a cord. The robot has been given the input velocity command

q̇b = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.1]T to slowly turn around in the counterclockwise direction

while estimating the acting wrench. During the locomotion, the mutual position

of the robot and the pulley has been tracked using the motion capture system to

determine the heading Φz under which τ̂e,b acts. The ground truth wrench thus

depends on the heading Φz as described in Table 6.2. Note that the experimental

setup induces both forces and torques due to the vertical offset 0.1m of the cord

attachment point w.r.t. the robot CoM.

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the plots of forces and torques given the heading of

the robot w.r.t. the direction Φz of the acting weight F̂w for the flat and irregular

terrains. The estimated forces and torques are plotted with the general sine

function fitted to the raw, unfiltered data using the least squares method. The
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Figure 6.4: Estimated force values of the external wrench in Scenario 1 trials for

the flat (left) and irregular (right) terrains. The plotted values are raw estimations

fitted with the general sine function.

results match the expected behavior of the individual wrench components given

the ground truth wrench τ̂e,b listed in Table 6.2. The results correctly show the

dependence of the individual wrench components on the direction Φz of the acting

wrench, together with the correct estimation of the magnitudes for the trials FF1,

FF2, IF1, and IF2 with lighter weights.

The results show increased acting force for the heaviest weight (FF3 and IF3 trials)

compared to the two lighter weights. However, the magnitude of the estimated
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Figure 6.5: Estimated torque values of the external wrench in Scenario 1 trials for

the flat (left) and irregular (right) terrains. The plotted values are raw estimations

fitted with the general sine function.

forces and torques are incorrect, caused by the violation of the static footholds

assumption. The robot feet start to slip because of the increased acting weight,

and the whole robot moves inadvertently in the direction of the acting weight,

negatively influencing the joint sensor readings and thus affecting the absolute

value of the wrench estimate.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental setup of the cord attachments for the torque τz
examination in Scenario 2 with the induced positive torque (left) and negative

torque (right).

Scenario 2

In the torque estimation scenario, we focus on the examination of the torque

estimation τz in each of the FT1, FT2, FT3, FT4, IT1, IT2, IT3, and IT4 trials,

where the robot has been placed in the middle of the testbed, with either flat

or irregular terrains. Inducing the acting torque τ̂z is achieved by suspending

the attached weight simultaneously on the opposite sides of the testbed. The

swap in the direction of the torque has been achieved by swapping the attachment

points of the weights on the robot handle, as it is shown in Figure 6.6. The

robot has been tasked to locomote in place with the zero velocity command to

maintain the direction of the acting force inducing the desired torque on the robot.

The estimated acting wrench has been measured for the duration of 10 s, and its

mean values, together with the standard deviations, are listed in Table 6.3 with

highlighted values of τz wrench component as the experiment targets evaluation of

its estimation performance.

The results indicate a general trend in the increased absolute value of the estimated

torque with the major influence on τz for the increased weight of the suspended

weights. Relatively high differences from the acting τ̂z are noticeable for the heavier

weights and the irregular terrain, where the legs experience forced side contacts with

the terrain affecting the estimation precision. The issue with the sliding footholds

has been noticed during the experiment, specifically for the heavier weights, which

is the subject of further investigation. Nevertheless, the trend corresponds to the

expected behavior and therefore, we consider the results supporting the proposed

external wrench approach and made assumptions.

Scenario 3

The payload weight identification evaluation is based on a similar setup as the

baseline scenario. In each of the six trials FW1, FW2, FW3, IW1, IW2, and IW3,
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Table 6.3: Scenario 2: Estimated external wrench in acting torque τ̂z experimental

trials.

Trial FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4

τ̂z[Nm−1] 1.48 −1.48 2.50 −2.50

F x [N] −0.52± 0.73 0.13± 0.88 −0.49± 0.58 0.03± 0.82

F y [N] 0.11± 1.27 0.13± 1.08 0.31± 1.21 0.16± 1.03

F z [N] −0.19± 0.25 −0.15± 0.21 −0.20± 0.26 −0.14± 0.19

τx [Nm−1] 0.00± 0.82 −0.15± 0.83 −0.00± 0.76 −0.05± 0.87

τy [Nm−1] −0.26± 0.35 −0.03± 0.26 −0.32± 0.37 −0.06± 0.23

τ z [Nm−1] 1.51± 0.34 −0.81± 0.34 1.85± 0.36 −1.19± 0.26

Trial IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4

τ̂z[Nm−1] 1.48 −1.48 2.50 −2.50

F x [N] 0.18± 0.99 0.07± 0.55 0.66± 0.98 −0.03± 3.55

F y [N] −1.45± 2.93 0.25± 3.08 2.19± 2.33 −0.81± 1.09

F z [N] 0.23± 0.30 0.20± 0.26 0.04± 0.25 0.30± 0.76

τx [Nm−1] −0.07± 1.72 0.23± 1.45 0.77± 1.10 −0.34± 1.04

τy [Nm−1] 0.10± 0.38 −0.29± 0.36 −0.02± 0.44 −0.65± 2.11

τ z [Nm−1] 2.97± 0.72 −2.14± 0.53 3.18± 0.63 −2.79± 1.73

the robot has been tasked to locomote in place with the zero velocity command.

A weight according to Table 6.2 has been placed directly on the back of the robot,

inducing primarily the vertical acting force F̂z. The estimated external wrench has

been measured for the duration of 10 s, and the resulting mean values, together

with the standard deviations, are reported in Table 6.4, where the values of F z are

highlighted as they directly correspond to the payload weight.

The results match the expected behavior with the prevalent wrench component

estimated to be the vertical acting force Fz. A higher variance in the force compo-

nent of the resulting data in irregular terrain experiments is most likely due to the

changes in the robot attitude during the locomotion.

With the known position of the payload on the back of the robot, we can use the

proposed external wrench estimation method for payload weight estimation directly

from the estimated value F z. The determined payload weights as the mean values

with standard deviations from the collected data for flat terrain and gravitational

acceleration 9.81m s−2 are listed in Table 6.5. Although the results do not perfectly

match with the weight of the payload, the method is capable of providing a rough

estimate of the payload weight.
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Table 6.4: Scenario 3: Estimated wrench in payload weight identification

experimental trials.

Trial FW1 FW2 FW3

F̂z[N] −7.54 −12.53 −20.19

F x [N] −0.29± 0.28 −0.81± 0.44 −0.44± 0.67

F y [N] −0.45± 0.26 −0.28± 0.24 −0.34± 0.44

F z [N] −7.71± 0.40 −11.53± 0.34 −17.96± 0.63

τx [Nm−1] 0.30± 0.10 0.31± 0.15 0.09± 0.17

τy [Nm−1] −0.33± 0.03 −0.45± 0.05 −0.63± 0.10

τ z [Nm−1] −0.52± 0.03 −0.54± 0.03 −0.67± 0.02

Trial IW1 IW2 IW3

F̂z[N] −7.54 −12.53 −20.19

F x [N] −2.43± 1.93 −3.56± 2.67 −1.90± 2.04

F y [N] 0.14± 1.46 −0.19± 1.90 0.70± 1.86

F z [N] −7.13± 0.60 −11.76± 4.86 −21.53± 6.21

τx [Nm−1] 0.23± 0.38 −0.30± 0.62 0.58± 0.54

τy [Nm−1] −0.43± 0.12 −0.54± 0.34 −1.12± 0.23

τ z [Nm−1] −0.43± 0.10 −0.63± 0.13 −0.70± 0.15

Table 6.5: Estimated payload weight experimental results.

Payload weight [kg] 0.75 1.25 2.19 3.44

Estimated weight [kg] 0.77± 0.04 1.15± 0.03 1.79± 0.06 3.21± 0.14

Payload error 2.7% 8.0% 18.3% 6.7%
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6.5 External Wrench Estimation on the HEBI Lily

Robot

The external wrench estimation approach has been deployed on a HEBI Lily

platform shown in Figure 6.7. As the construction of the robot features spring

dampers that offloads part of the torque from the femur actuators, it introduces

non-linearities into the RBD model. Therefore, without model adjustment, the

quantitative results of external wrench estimation are imprecise. Hence, to verify

the feasibility of the approach, the wrench estimate has been used to directly

control the robot by the velocity command q̇b to follow the induced external wrench

and comply to the interaction. The performance of the robot can be seen in the

accompanying video3.

Figure 6.7: Interaction experiment with the HEBI Lily six-legged walking robot.

From top to bottom, different directions of applied external wrench and its

corresponding visualization. The force component and torque component of the

acting wrench are visualized using magenta and yellow color, respectively. The

GRF are visualized using green color.

3https://youtu.be/EW8LqwRBtr4
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Chapter 7

Conclusion & Future Directions

This thesis addresses the topics of locomotion control and explicit interaction

handling of multi-legged walking robots utilizing only proprioceptive sensing. We

propose a model-based approach to leg-contact detection that uses only the position

feedback of the joint actuators to monitor the virtual elasticity in the joints, and

thus detect the instant of the leg contact with the environment. We leveraged

on the idea of the groundwork [125] that uses a fixed threshold to detect the

contact events only during the swing-down motion of the leg. We formulated the

leg dynamic model and generalized the approach to detect leg contact events in any

direction. The proposed approach has been integrated into a newly developed de-

coupled locomotion controller [1c] and allows the blind robot adaptive locomotion in

irregular terrains using only the joint position feedback. The whole control system

has been extensively tested over the years and provided the means for the follow-up

research. It already includes the work on traversability assessment [13a] with the

follow-up terrain-aware planning [14a], transfer learning [178], and deployment in

the rough terrain of underground tunnels [15a]. The developed approach for contact

event detection has been experimentally deployed, and its capabilities verified on

a robotic manipulator, which further demonstrates its versatility. The proposed

approach represents a minimalistic solution to the contact detection, applicable to

a wide range of robotic platforms.

Further advancements were made in locomotion control by formulation of a closed-

form locomotion controller for position-controlled robots that formalizes the re-

lationship between the leg motion and body motion into a single equation. The

developed controller allows for continuous commanding of the robot using the input

twist in all six DoF up to the kinematic limits of the robot.

Finally, we have derived the whole-body dynamic model and utilized it in the ex-

plicit external wrench estimation [31a]. The proposed approach allows to explicitly

estimate the external wrench acting on the robot while the robot is in motion, using

only the joint feedback. We see a practical potential in the approach, as it enables

different robot control strategies and applications including safer human-machine

interaction, and collaborative manipulation.

Regarding the future work, our vision is for the robots not to avoid or oppose

the environment interactions but to embrace their inevitable nature and make

the interactions safer for the robot and humans to coexist with the robots. For

the proposed external wrench estimation approach, the underlying assumption of

non-slipping feet can be considered strong. Tightly coupled fusion with inertial
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measurements is expected to improve the method’s performance in cases of slipping

feet or moving inertial frame while still relying only on proprioception.

However, a major shortcoming of model-based approaches is the need for accurate

analytical model identification, which is demanding, and there is a low tolerance to

changes of model parameters due to the adverse changes of the leg parameters. The

changes can be in friction due to the joint wear, increased weight of the leg due to

the mud deposits, and possible leg morphology due to damage [3a]. Incorporating

dynamic model identification and machine learning-based approaches [3a] into the

system is expected to improve the overall robustness of the system in the presence

of dynamic parameter changes.
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Appendix A

Experimental Platforms’
Parameters

This appendix lists the main characteristics and kinematic and dynamic parame-

ters of the experimental platforms used for the verification of the derived approaches

presented in this thesis. Five six-legged walking robots and a robotic manipulator

have been used for evaluation. Namely, SCARAB I, SCARAB II, HAntR, HEBI

Daisy, and HEBI Lily six-legged platforms and Rotrics DexArm small robotic arm.

We collect the main characteristics and kinematic and dynamic parameters of the

six-legged platforms in Table A.1. We exploit the fact, that all the platforms

have similar morphology, except of HAntR platform, that has one additional DoF

per leg, and that each platform has all its legs similar. Therefore, we list the

kinematic and dynamic parameters for a single leg of each platform in Table A.1.

The reported lengths, and angles, and inertia values are obtained from Computer

Assisted Design software. The weights are measured using scales with the precision

of tenth of gram. Note, only the non-zero values of inertia matrices are reported

in Table A.1.

Further, characteristics and parameters of the joint actuators of individual plat-

forms are listed in Table A.2. These parameters are obtained from the actuator

documentation provided by the manufacturer or experimentally identified using

the real actuator.

Parameters of the small robotic manipulator Rotrics DexArm, used for the ex-

periments evaluation of the model-based contact detection approach described in

Section 5.4, are listed in Table A.3
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Table A.1: Characteristics, kinematic and dynamic parameters of the experimental

platforms.

Parameter SCARAB I SCARAB II HAntR HEBI Daisy HEBI Lily

Characteristics

DoF no. 18 18 24 18 18

Actuator
Dynamixel Dynamixel Dynamixel HEBI HEBI

vendor

Actuator model AX-12A XM430-W350 AX-12A
X8-9 (c,t) R8-9 (c,t)

X8-16 (f) R8-16(f)

Battery cap. 48Wh 115Wh 62Wh 200Wh 400Wh

Kinematic parameters

al,c [mm] 52.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

al,f [mm] 66.0 93.0 25.4 325.0 325.0

al,t [mm] 130.0 122.0 81.6 325.0 325.0

al,tr [mm] – – 205.5 – –

αl,c [rad] π/2 π/2 π/2 π/2 π/2

αl,f [rad] 0.0 0.0 −π/2 0.0 0.0

αl,t [rad] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

αl,tr [rad] – – 0.0 – –

dl,c [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

dl,f [mm] 0.0 0.0 -18.5 0.0 0.0

dl,t [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

dl,tr [mm] – – 0.0 – –

ac,l,c [mm] 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ac,l,f [mm] 20.0 62.0 0.0 206.0 218.0

ac,l,t [mm] 50.0 42.0 59.0 147.0 147.0

ac,l,tr [mm] – – 96.0 – –

p1,x [mm] 120.0 120.0 88.0 205.0 313.0

p1,y [mm] -60.0 -100.0 -51.0 -118.0 -181.0

β1 [rad] π/4 3π/8 π/6 π/6 π/6

p2,x [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

p2,y [mm] -100.0 -120.0 -102.0 -187.5 -262.5

β2 [rad] π/2 π/2 π/2 π/2 π/2

p3,x [mm] -120.0 -120.0 -88.0 -205.0 -313.0

p3,y [mm] -60.0 -100.0 -51.0 -118.0 -181.0

β3 [rad] 3π/4 5π/8 5π/6 5π/6 5π/6

p4,x [mm] 120.0 120.0 88.0 205.0 313.0

p4,y [mm] 60.0 100.0 51.0 118.0 181.0

β4 [rad] −π/4 −3π/8 −π/6 −π/6 −π/6
p5,x [mm] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

p5,y [mm] 100.0 120.0 102.0 187.5 262.5

β5 [rad] −π/2 −π/2 −π/2 −π/2 −π/2
p6,x [mm] -120.0 -120.0 -88.0 -205.0 -313.0

p6,y [mm] 60.0 100.0 51.0 118.0 181.0

β6 [rad] −3π/4 −5π/8 −5π/6 −5π/6 −5π/6

Continued on next page.
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Table A.1: Characteristics, kinematic and dynamic parameters of the experimental

platforms – (Continued).

Parameter SCARAB I SCARAB II HAntR HEBI Daisy HEBI Lily

Dynamic parameters

mb [g] 1200 2132 1020 9626 14810

BIb,1,1 [gmm2] – 10.67× 106 – 80.22× 106 209.83× 106

BIb,2,2 [gmm2] – 7.55× 106 – 136.36× 106 456.64× 106

BIb,3,3 [gmm2] – 17.34× 106 – 200.54× 106 641.77× 106

ml,c [g] 62 90 12 540 820

ml,f [g] 71 202 175 1109 1315

ml,t [g] 100 136 86 580 580

ml,tr [g] – – 43 – –

ClIl,c,3,3 [gmm2] 1.39× 104 3.63× 103 1.44× 104 1.80× 106 2.73× 106

FlIl,f,2,2 [gmm2] 2.57× 104 1.45× 105 9.41× 103 9.76× 106 11.57× 106

FlIl,f,3,3 [gmm2] 2.57× 104 1.45× 105 9.41× 103 9.76× 106 11.57× 106

TlIl,t,2,2 [gmm2] 1.41× 105 1.69× 105 4.77× 104 5.11× 106 5.11× 106

TlIl,t,3,3 [gmm2] 1.41× 105 1.69× 105 4.77× 104 5.11× 106 5.11× 106

TRlIl,tr,2,2[gmm2] – – 1.51× 105 – –
TRlIl,tr,3,3[gmm2] – – 1.51× 105 – –

Table A.2: Parameters of used actuators.

Parameter
Dynamixel HEBI

AX-12A XM430-W350 X8-9 X8-16 R8-9 R8-16

Actuator type LRG LRG SEA SEA SEA SEA

Mass [g] 54.6 82.0 479.0 490.0 685.0 715.0

Nominal input voltage [V] 12.6 16.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0

Motion limits 0◦ − 300◦ 0◦ − 360◦
4-turn 4-turn 4-turn 4-turn

continuous continuous continuous continuous

Encoder resolution nenc 1024 4096 65536 65536 65536 65536

Gearbox ratio Γ 1/254 1/353.5 1/762.2 1/1462.2 1/762.2 1/1462.2

Rotor inertia IM [kgm2] 1.03 · 10−7 1.55 · 10−7 – – – –

Rotor damping BM [Nm s] 3.12 · 10−6 3.78 · 10−6 – – – –

Back EMF KM [NmA−1] 3.91 · 10−3 4.12 · 10−3 – – – –

Resistance RM [Ω] 6.5 5.9 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

Friction FM [Nm] 2.37 · 10−4 5.60 · 10−4 – – – –
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Table A.3: Parameters of the small robotic manipulator Rotrics DexArm.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

al,c [mm] 0.0 ml,c [g] 720

al,f [mm] 150.0 ml,f [g] 136

al,t [mm] 150.0 ml,t [g] 190

αl,c [rad] π/2 ClIl,c,3,3 [gmm2] 8.64× 105

αl,f [rad] 0.0 FlIl,f,2,2 [gmm2] 2.55× 105

αl,t [rad] 0.0 FlIl,f,3,3 [gmm2] 2.55× 105

dl,c [mm] 0.0 TlIl,t,2,2 [gmm2] 3.56× 105

dl,f [mm] 0.0 TlIl,t,3,3 [gmm2] 3.56× 105

dl,t [mm] 0.0 τstep,M [Nm−1] 0.48

ac,l,c [mm] 0.0 Npoles [−] 200

ac,l,f [mm] 75.0 Nµstep [−] 64

ac,l,t [mm] 75.0
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